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Abstract

A primary challenge to creating an intelligent vehicle that can competently drive
in traffic is the task of tactical reasoning: deciding which maneuvers to perform
in a particular driving situation, in real-time, given incomplete information about
the rapidly changing traffic configuration. Human expertise in tactical driving is
attributed tosituation awareness, a task-specific understanding of the dynamic
entities in the environment, and their projected impact on the agent’s actions.

In this thesis, I demonstrate how situation awareness may be used as a basis for
tactical-level reasoning in intelligent vehicles. SAPIENT (Situation Awareness
Planner Implementing Effective Navigation in Traffic) combines a knowledge of
high-level driving goals with low-level reactive behavior to control vehicles in a
custom tactical-level simulator, SHIVA. The simulated vehicles are based on the
Carnegie Mellon Navlabs, sharing a common perception and control interface,
allowing researchers to port systems from simulation to real life with minimal
modification. The first implementation, MonoSAPIENT, uses explicitly encoded
rules for competent driving, along with specialized algorithms for gap selection
and lane changing to drive safely in the simulated world.

The second implementation, PolySAPIENT, is a distributed intelligence, built
around the notion ofreasoning objects, independent experts, each specializing in
a single aspect of the driving domain. Each reasoning object is associated with an
observed traffic entity, such as a nearby vehicle or an upcoming exit, and examines
the projected interactions of that entity on the agent’s proposed actions. Thus, a
reasoning object associated with a vehicle is responsible for preventing collisions,
while one associated with a desired exit recommends those actions that will help
maneuver the vehicle to the exit. The results are expressed as votes and vetoes
over a tacticalaction spaceof available maneuvers, and are used by a domain-
independent arbiter to select the agent’s next action. This loose coupling avoids
the complex interactions common in traditional architectures, and also allows new
reasoning objects to be easily added to an existing PolySAPIENT system.

I also introduce a new learning strategy, based on the PBIL evolutionary algo-
rithm, that simultaneously optimizes internal parameters for multiple reasoning
objects given a user-specified evaluation metric. This automated parameter explo-
ration also enables rapid prototyping of new PolySAPIENT configurations.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

Nowlan’s Theory: He who hesitates is not only lost, but sev-

eral miles from the next freeway exit [31].

Before the invention of the automobile, most forms of human trans-

portation were, in some sense, intelligent. For example, a rider could

rely on a horse’s self-preservation instincts to avoid obstacles, or its

sense of direction to find the way home [98]. Currently, the automobile

possesses neither; a moment’s inattention on a driver’s part can cause

the car to leave its lane, or crash into a nearby vehicle. Government

studies attribute 96.2% of accidents in the U.S. to driver error [107]. A

large fraction of these deaths could be prevented by the introduction of

systems with the ability to make driving decisions in traffic, either to

generate warnings for the human driver, or to control the vehicle un-

1
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der autonomous control. These intelligent vehicles would recapture the

“lost intelligence” in transportation systems.

1.1 Intelligent Vehicles

An intelligent vehicle is an automobile equipped with sensors, comput-

ers, and a control system. The sensors enable the vehicle to perceive

the road, potential hazards, and other vehicles; the computers process

this information and determine actions (such as steering or braking);

the control system executes the chosen actions. In designs where the

control system is not present (or is disengaged), the intelligent vehicle

passively observes the traffic situation to issue warnings or recommen-

dations for the human driver.

The idea of a car that drives itself is not new. Research in the 1960s fo-

cused on the problem of semi-autonomous vehicle control with promis-

ing results [35, 70, 19]1. Significant progress was made when vision-

based lane-trackers were integrated with vehicle control systems, en-

abling robot cars to drive on clear highways under controlled circum-

stances [23, 54, 73]. Simultaneously, research in automatic headway

control [16, 22] and convoying [34, 55] led to vehicles capable of au-

tonomous car following [52, 101]. In 1995, an intelligent vehicle, the

Carnegie Mellon Navlab 5, steered 98% of the distance between Wash-

1Throughout this thesis, multiple references are listed in chronological order.
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ington D.C. and San Diego (a distance of 2800 miles), demonstrating

the maturity of this technology. One application of research in intelli-

gent vehicles is an ambitious proposal known as the Automated High-

way System — a concept where large numbers of intelligent vehicles

could be used to improve highway capacities and reduce traffic acci-

dents.

1.2 The Automated Highway System

The proposal for an Automated Highway System (AHS) consists of in-

telligent vehicles operating on a roadway that is free of pedestrians and

traffic control devices [15, 65, 89, 91]. All vehicles enter the AHS under

human control. Following a successful check-in procedure, the intelli-

gent vehicles switch to computer control. While on the AHS, the auto-

mated vehicles travel at high speeds, possibly with reduced headways,

until they reach their destination exit. At this point, the human driver

regains control of the vehicle. Proponents of the Automated Highway

System believe that such a roadway will have two important benefits

(in addition to user convenience): 1) a reduction in traffic accidents;

2) an improvement in highway throughput. Both are briefly discussed

below.

Computer-controlled vehicles, unlike human drivers, are not subject

to boredom, fatigue, or distractions. Since single vehicle roadway de-
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parture crashes (caused by driver inattention or impairment) account

for almost 15000 deaths in the U.S. annually [115], even the introduc-

tion of a simple lane-keeping system (such as [74]) could reduce fa-

talities. Further improvements would require intelligent vehicles to

understand the concept of driving in traffic: inhibiting unsafe lane

changes, initiating swerving maneuvers (to avoid obstacles), and re-

sponding to tailgating. By combining an awareness of the traffic situ-

ation with super-human reflexes, it is conceivable that computer con-

trolled vehicles will significantly improve safety on highways.

Intelligent vehicles could improve highway capacities in the following

ways. First, intelligent vehicles could drive with reduced headways (in

extreme cases, as small as one meter [110]), greatly increasing high-

way throughput. Second, the intelligent vehicles could help damp out

traffic waves caused by abrupt acceleration and braking on the high-

way. Third, the intelligent vehicles could all be instructed to travel at

a speed that is globally optimal for highway throughput.

Several competing designs (known as AHS concepts) promise these

benefits to different degrees. Some advocate that all vehicles on the

AHS be computer-controlled (dedicated-lane concepts) while others al-

low autonomous and human-controlled vehicles to share the highway

(mixed-traffic concepts). In the former, the intelligent vehicles can rely

on protocols established using communication with the infrastructure

and other smart cars (as described in [110]) to execute lane-changing

and exit maneuvers. In the latter, the intelligent vehicles must compe-
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tently drive in uncontrolled traffic, much as human drivers do today.

Naturally, AHS concepts which require communication or substantial

infrastructure modification cannot be deployed quickly on a large scale

— particularly since the prohibition on human-controlled vehicles pre-

vents the incremental conversion of existing highways into dedicated

AHS roadways. Therefore, mixed traffic concepts must be investigated,

not only as possible AHS goals, but as potential solutions to the ded-

icated concept deployment problem. Whether autonomous navigation

in mixed traffic is possible is an open research question2.

1.3 Driving in Traffic

Given that a robot van steered 98% of a cross-country highway journey

autonomously, one could believe that the problem of driving in traffic

had already been solved. This is not true for two reasons. First, it is im-

portant to realize that the intelligent vehicle was stable in the presence

of other vehicles, but that it did not react to them. Thus, the Navlab did

not pass slower traffic (unless directed by the human driver), nor did

it change lanes in preparation for a chosen exit — the intelligent vehi-

cle lacked any higher-level understanding of the traffic situation. Sec-

ond, most highway drives have long periods of quiescence, interspersed

2Reddy [79] notes that the development of an intelligent vehicle capable of com-

petent driving on real roads is one of the central problems in Artificial Intelligence

today.
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with brief bursts of intense activity (particularly near on-ramps or ex-

its) where the driver changes lanes and speeds to achieve short-term

goals. In the No Hands Across America trip, these maneuvers were

performed by the human driver; the 98% statistic, which only consid-

ers raw distance, fails to capture this distinction.

Driving in traffic is very difficult for intelligent vehicles because good

decisions need to be made given only incomplete information, in real

time. Standard AI techniques such as search-based planning [30] are

infeasible for several reasons. First, the effects of the robot’s actions

on the environment (especially other vehicles) cannot be determined.

Second, most of these methods cannot function under noisy, uncertain

conditions. Third, the state-space is extremely large if realistic maneu-

vers such as aborted lane changes are taken into account.

The scenario shown in Figure 1.1 illustrates some important elements

of the problem of driving in traffic. Here, Car A, the vehicle of inter-

est3 , is following a slow-moving vehicle, Car B, in the right lane of a

divided highway. Car A would like to overtake Car B, but would pre-

fer not to miss its upcoming exit. The decision on whether or not to

pass depends on a large number of factors including: the distance to

the exit, the speeds of Cars A and B, Car A’s preferred velocity, and

the traffic in the area. Human drivers face such situations regularly

and make good decisions with little conscious thought. Psychologists

3Throughout this thesis, the phrase “the intelligent vehicle” refers to the particu-

lar vehicle of interest (also shown consistently as Car A in scenario diagrams).
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GOAL

A B

Figure 1.1: A scenario illustrating the problem of driving in traffic.

attribute this competence to a task-specific understanding of the sit-

uation, termed situation awareness. According to situation awareness

theories, Car A’s driver has been monitoring several entities in the traf-

fic scene for some time (such as Car B, the desired exit, and vehicles in

the passing lane), and has formed expectations on how the scenario will

unfold over time [26]. This information enables the driver to select an

appropriate maneuver. My thesis research develops cognition systems

for intelligent vehicles that demonstrate a similar situation awareness.

The problem of navigating in traffic should be examined in the context

of the entire driving task. In [67], driving is characterized as consist-

ing of three levels: strategic, tactical and operational. At the highest

(strategic) level, a route is planned and goals are determined. At the

intermediate (tactical) level, maneuvers are selected to achieve short-

term objectives — such as deciding whether to pass a blocking vehicle,

as shown in Figure 1.1. At the lowest (operational) level, these maneu-

vers are translated into steering, throttle, and brake commands.
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Mobile robot research has addressed these three levels to different de-

grees. Strategic-level route-guidance has been successfully tackled us-

ing standard AI search techniques on digital maps using GPS posi-

tioning information [24, 100, 83, 113]. Operational-level systems have

become increasingly robust, allowing intelligent vehicles to be reliably

controlled on real highways [106, 63, 36, 62]. However, the tactical

level, critical to the deployment of intelligent vehicles, has not been

rigorously addressed.

1.4 Thesis Overview

In this dissertation, I present solutions to the tactical driving task. My

goal is to create cognitive modules which enable intelligent vehicles

to drive competently in mixed-traffic highway situations by combining

an understanding of high-level goals with low-level reactive behavior.

Such systems:

� Assume the current state of sensing and computing technology

� Depend only on the existing roadway infrastructure

� Do not rely on communication with other vehicles on the highway

Chapter 2 presents an overview of current situation awareness (SA)

theories. SA offers a cognitive model of the human real-time decision
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making process. While SA research to-date has focused primarily on

air combat applications, I illustrate how SA may be applied to tactical-

level action selection for driving. I then explore how SA may be used as

a basis for autonomous tactical driving systems for intelligent vehicles

— and propose the design of such a novel system. SAPIENT (Situation

Awareness Planner Implementing Effective Navigation in Traffic) is

conceived as a tactical system interfacing with existing perception and

control modules on the Carnegie Mellon Navlab [106] robots.

While SAPIENT is designed to be implemented on the Navlab, real

traffic is (at least initially), an unsuitable testbed for several reasons.

First, exploring new tactical algorithms in close proximity to other ve-

hicles at high speeds is obviously unsafe. Second, the current config-

uration of car-sensing equipment on the Navlab does not provide ade-

quate coverage of the areas beside and behind the robot. Finally, co-

ordinating multiple, moving vehicles on the highway to create tactical

scenarios is difficult. A natural solution is to develop reasoning sys-

tems in simulation. SHIVA (Simulated Highways for Intelligent Ve-

hicle Algorithms), described in Chapter 3, is a traffic micro-simulator

and design tool emphasizing tactical-level issues. SHIVA’s simulated

vehicles are functionally similar to the Navlabs and share a common

control interface — allowing researchers to port algorithms from sim-

ulation to robot with minimal modification. Additionally, SHIVA offers

specialized features for scenario creation, visualization, and interactive

debugging of intelligent vehicle algorithms.
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Chapter 4 describes the initial SAPIENT implementation, known as

MonoSAPIENT. The system architecture is traditional: perception mod-

ules sense objects in the scene and update a global world model repre-

senting all of the relevant traffic entities; analytical algorithms such

as gap reasoning manipulate this world model to derive desirable fu-

ture positions for the intelligent vehicle; a decision tree selects the best

action based on the current cognition state (e.g., “executing a left-lane

change”); the chosen tactical action modifies the cognition state and

generates operational-level commands; finally, these commands are

sent to the robot’s controller for execution. The competence of this im-

plementation depends largely on the sophistication in the MonoSAPI-

ENT decision tree. Unfortunately, the cognition states and interactions

between the various rules explode exponentially in such monolithic sys-

tems as new functions are implemented [21]. Additionally, modifying

the decision tree requires large numbers of non-local modifications —

an error-prone and time-consuming task for researchers. To address

these deficiencies, a distributed implementation of the reasoning sys-

tem is proposed.

Chapter 5 details the distributed implementation of SAPIENT, termed

PolySAPIENT. This architecture is built around the notion of reason-

ing objects, independent experts which monitors local aspects of the

traffic scene. Each reasoning object is implemented using whichever

AI techniques are natural for its task — for instance, some reasoning

objects employ rule-based algorithms, others rely on potential field ap-

proaches, etc. The recommendations from each reasoning object are
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expressed in a common language: as votes and vetoes distributed over

a tactical action space. A knowledge-free arbiter examines the votes

generated by each expert to determine the appropriate tactical-level

response. This action, is translated into operational-level commands

for execution by the intelligent vehicle controller. PolySAPIENT is suc-

cessful because the tactical driving task can be decoupled into rela-

tively independent subtasks (represented by the individual reasoning

objects). Thus, adding functionality to the system only requires the

implementation and addition of new reasoning objects — the exist-

ing objects and the arbiter do not need to be modified. While the dis-

tributed implementation of SAPIENT successfully addresses the criti-

cisms raised in Chapter 4, it still leaves the problem of parameter opti-

mization: the behaviors of individual reasoning objects depend upon a

number of internal settings (such as thresholds or gains), and the votes

from the different reasoning objects are scaled with external weights.

Adjusting these parameters manually is a tedious task for humans,

particularly when the meanings of these variables is not intuitive.

Chapter 6 discusses approaches for automatically tuning PolySAPI-

ENT reasoning object parameters. Most conventional supervised learn-

ing techniques, such as neural networks trained using backpropaga-

tion [56], fail in this domain because tactical-level training signals are

not available at each time step, but rather, only at the end of a sce-

nario. I introduce a method relying on three components: 1) an evolu-

tionary algorithm, termed PBIL (Population Based Incremental Learn-

ing) [14]; 2) a user-defined evaluation function which describes the de-
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sired vehicle behavior; and, 3) a set of training scenarios generated in

the SHIVA simulation environment. The learning progresses in an iter-

ative manner summarized as follows. PBIL stochastically generates a

population of candidate parameter values based upon its accumulated

statistical understanding of the domain. These parameters are instan-

tiated as PolySAPIENT reasoning objects for simulated vehicles, and

tested over the set of SHIVA scenarios. The scores received by the pa-

rameter values are then used by PBIL to adjust its internal statistics

— and this process is repeated. Over time, this technique generates

high-scoring parameter values with a high probability. The tactical

driving application challenges PBIL in a number of ways. First, since

a vehicle’s decisions depend on the behavior of other vehicles which

are not under its control, the evaluation function is stochastic. Second,

the PBIL algorithm is never exposed to all possible traffic situations.

Third, since each evaluation takes considerable time to simulate, min-

imizing the total number of evaluations is important. The solutions to

these problems are detailed in the chapter.

Chapter 6 also discusses a novel application for learning: as a tool to ex-

plore the viability of reasoning object configurations in PolySAPIENT.

Researchers can quickly determine whether a particular set of reason-

ing objects will be able to drive successfully by seeing if PBIL is able to

find high-scoring parameter settings. This rapid prototyping can also

be applied to the debugging of reasoning object representations.
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Throughout this thesis, I have used scenarios to illustrate tactical situ-

ations, train SAPIENT vehicles and evaluate potential solutions. Chap-

ter 7 classifies tactical-level scenarios collected from real-life situations

and examines the cognitive processing required to solve them. Scenar-

ios have been successfully used in situation awareness literature to

evaluate SA in human experts [25, 32, 90, 94, 86]. I extend this ap-

proach to assessing SA in tactical reasoning systems. Two types of

experiments are proposed and performed: 1) a detailed examination

of the decisions made by the intelligent vehicle over a set of micro-

scenarios. 2) an observation of the behavior of large numbers of intel-

ligent vehicles, driving using different tactical reasoning systems, on a

macro-scenario.

Finally, Chapter 8 reviews the role of situation awareness in the tac-

tical driving domain. The systems presented in the earlier chapters

demonstrate that intelligent agents can exhibit competent tactical-level

behavior. I briefly discuss the implications of intelligent vehicles in

mixed traffic situations and present the contributions of this thesis in

three main areas: artificial intelligence, machine learning, and simu-

lation. This research can be extended in a number of interesting direc-

tions; I conclude with a brief look at some topics for future work.
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Chapter 2

Human Driving Strategies

Let us not look back in anger or forward in fear,

but around in awareness.

—Unknown

Tactical-level driving is characterized by the constant battle between

long-term goals and real-time constraints. Drivers must select appro-

priate maneuvers such as lane changing, accelerating, and car follow-

ing given very little knowledge of the intentions of other drivers in their

environment. In this fluid problem space, optimal solutions are rarely

to be found, but the penalties for bad decisions are clear and severe.

Unfortunately, safety cannot be guaranteed, even by conservative driv-

15
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ing1 — some level of risk-taking is unavoidable. Tactical driving thus

forces a careful balance between competition and cooperation: aggres-

sive maneuvering is successful, but not when it results in a crash.

The only examples of competent tactical driving to date are human

drivers. This chapter examines models for human competence to see if

similar methods may be used to create competent automated driving

systems. The impatient reader is referred to Chapters 4 and 5, where

these ideas are implemented.

2.1 Driver Models

Human driver modeling is an interdisciplinary endeavor involving a

number of fields including robotics, psychology, control theory and statis-

tics. In this section I examine models from some representative cate-

gories and focus on their relevance to tactical-level reasoning.

2.1.1 Task Models

Task models define the broad tasks involved in driving (e.g., car follow-

ing), and decompose these tasks into detailed subtasks (e.g., headway

1A driver can be involved in collisions through no fault of his/hers; tailgating,

reckless lane-changing, and animals jumping onto the highway can all precipitate a

crash.
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maintenance). McKnight and Adams [66] presented a comprehensive

treatment of the situations and actions involved in driving. However,

since their report was targeted towards human driver education, most

of the recommendations, such as “[When passing, the driver] selects a

lane relative to his car’s speed, maneuvers, and traffic flow”, are too

vague to be directly used in tactical reasoning systems.

A second difficulty with most task models is that, like proverbs2, the

recommendations are often contradictory. As Reece [80] observes, the

McKnight and Adams task list includes two subtasks that instruct

drivers to “observe pedestrians and playing children” and to “ignore

activity on the sidewalk that has no impact on driving” without provid-

ing insights as to which sidewalk activities have no impact on driving.

Since these discriminating between these situations requires “common

sense”, encoding this knowledge in the form of driving rules for a rea-

soning system is challenging.

Task models are nevertheless useful in this thesis research for two

reasons. First, they highlight aspects of the tactical driving task that

should be need to be addressed by an intelligent vehicle. Second, they

provide insights about mapping observable phenomena into specific

conditions (e.g., the driver should initiate an overtaking maneuver in

response to a slower vehicle ahead).

2For example, “haste makes waste”, and “a stitch in time saves nine”, prescribe

opposite responses in similar situations.
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2.1.2 Risk Models

Risk models for driving have emerged from psychological research in

the area of perceived risk. By combining the decision theoretic notions

of expected utility and the willingness of humans to take “acceptable

risks”, these models attempt to explain commonly observed phenom-

ena such as speeding, aggressive driving styles and intoxicated driving.

Although robot vehicles are not likely to engage in such behavior, intel-

ligent systems demonstrating situation awareness may require sophis-

ticated models of human drivers. Utility functions based on perceived

risk (such as time-to-impact measures) can also be used by reasoning

systems to select tactical-level maneuvers (See Chapter 5). A represen-

tative example of a risk model is Wilde’s Risk Homeostasis Theory:

Risk Homeostasis Theory maintains that, in any activity,

people accept a certain level of subjectively estimated risk to

their health, safety, and other things they value, in exchange

for the benefits they hope to receive from that activity [120].

Counterintuitively, risk homeostasis theory predicts that humans ad-

just their behavior so as to maintain (rather than minimize) their per-

ceived risk at a constant set-point risk level:

The degree of risk-taking behavior and the magnitude of loss

. . . are maintained over time, unless there is a change in the

target level of risk [120].
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A case study, known as the Munich Taxicab Experiment [7] was con-

ducted to test the implications of risk homeostasis theory under con-

trolled conditions. Some vehicles in a taxi fleet were equipped with

an anti-lock braking system (ABS) that allowed drivers to maintain

steering control during hard braking on slippery roads. Conventional

wisdom predicted that the ABS-equipped vehicles would be safer than

unequipped vehicles. Surprisingly, the results showed that: [7, 120]:

� Among the accidents involving the company’s taxis, there was no

statistically significant difference between the involvement rate

of the two vehicle types (in fact, the ABS vehicles were involved

in slightly more accidents).

� Accident severity was independent of the presence or absence of

ABS in the taxi.

� Accelerometers installed in the taxis measured more extreme de-

celerations (associated with hard braking) in vehicles equipped

with ABS.

� Drivers in ABS cabs made sharper turns in curves, were less ac-

curate in lane-keeping behavior, maintained shorter headway dis-

tances, made poorer merge maneuvers and created more “traffic

conflicts”. All of these differences were statistically significant.

Thus risk homeostasis theory, as supported by such experiments, has

pessimistic predictions for any attempt to improve highway safety solely
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through technology. However, in the context of tactical-level reasoning,

risk homeostasis theory provides support for utility-based approaches

to situation awareness (See Chapter 5).

2.1.3 Perceptual and Motivational Models

Perception models have been used to describe driver behavior in acci-

dents [109], suggest methods for safer driving [117, 118] and motivate

new collision warning devices [8]. In the tactical driving domain, per-

ceptual models are particularly relevant in two areas: sensor modeling

and driver intentions.

Sensor modeling at the operational level is primarily concerned with

tracking objects and segmentation (low-level actions which humans

typically take for granted). At the tactical level, the focus shifts to

reasoning about object-to-lane mapping, blind spots and occlusions —

tasks which human drivers perform more consciously. Unsurprisingly,

novice drivers are less adept at these higher-level tasks: for example,

inexperienced drivers are likely to forget about vehicles which are not

currently visible [118]. Perceptual models also lead to heuristics for

safer driving which can be exploited by both humans and intelligent

vehicles (e.g., “At night, don’t over-drive the range of your headlights”).

The perceptual motivation for positional maneuvering is further dis-

cussed in Section 2.2.3.
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In partially automated systems, the intelligent vehicle must be sensi-

tive to its driver’s intentions. Perceptual models can be used to gain

some insights into this area: recent research [71] shows that drivers’

eye fixation patterns are strongly correlated with their current men-

tal state. In Pentland and Liu’s system, the driver’s internal state is

modeled as a four-state Hidden Markov Model (HMM). Once the HMM

has been trained, the system is able to predict when the driver is about

to brake or turn. This knowledge may then be used by the intelligent

vehicle to optimize its behavior for the expected maneuver — in some

sense, the situation awareness is shared over the driver-vehicle system.

The notion of a driver’s internal state is central to motivational models.

In this framework, perceptual information is integrated with discrete

mental states in an attempt to predict the actions that a human driver

would take in that given situation [108]. This description of human

cognitive activity can also involve aspects from utility theory — gener-

ally in the form of a “perceived risk” factor. Although some effort have

been made to specify motivational models in a symbolic programming

language [1], no successful implementation currently exists. In MonoS-

APIENT (See Chapter 4), discrete internal states, analogous to mental

states here, are used to differentiate the different modes of driving (e.g.,

car following vs lane-changing behavior).
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2.1.4 Control Models

Control models for drivers are primarily important when modeling op-

erational level phenomena. For example, the well-known “Two-Second

Rule” for car following [92] is based on the observation that humans re-

quire approximately 1:75 seconds to identify and react to a potentially

dangerous situation [66]. Lane-keeping and steering models such as

pure-pursuit tracking [114] are valuable at the tactical-level. First,

such models can help the intelligent vehicle predict the future likely

positions of observed vehicles. Second, such models can allow the rea-

soning system to estimate the time needed to execute a given maneu-

ver (such as a lane change). Control models can also be applied to plan

recognition — for example, a Hidden Markov Model (HMM) could be

used to predict the “internal states” of the other vehicles in the area.

Other control models have been developed in the traffic simulation do-

main. The ones of most interest to tactical driving research are those

which model lane-changing [116, 2], car following [124], and emergency

maneuvers [3]. Since these models are computational, they can be

directly incorporated into tactical reasoning system, as described in

Chapters 4 and 5.
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2.1.5 Situation Awareness

Models of human competence have been developed to describe expert

performance in other domains. While these are not generally classified

as driver models, they are nevertheless applicable to the tactical driv-

ing task. The primary example of such a theory is situation awareness

(SA), described as:

[An expert’s] perception of the elements in the environment

within a volume of time and space, the comprehension of

their meaning, and the projection of their status in the near

future [25].

Situation awareness was first discussed in connection with pilot per-

formance in air-to-air combat and was seen as the critical difference

between fighter aces and ordinary pilots [45, 50, 87, 72]. Subsequent

research has also connected SA with the ability of commercial airline

pilots to fly in difficult conditions [95], the success of commanders to

make decisions in tactical battle simulations [99] and the effectiveness

of medical technicians during emergency room procedures [46]. In this

thesis, I show how the principles behind situation awareness are appli-

cable to driving in traffic, and how the methods used to test situation

awareness in human experts can be extended to assessing SA in intel-

ligent vehicles (See Chapter 7).
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Situation awareness theory has motivated intelligent systems in other

domains. TacAir-Soar [85] is an intelligent automated agent for simu-

lated fighter planes. The goal of the project is to develop automated pi-

lots whose behavior in simulated battlefields is indistinguishable from

experienced human pilots. Current versions have demonstrated some

competence in one-on-one scenarios similar to those used in real train-

ing missions. An interesting feature of this system is that the auto-

mated pilots can be “debriefed” using a natural language interface. The

researchers claim that the ability to explain why the agent made crit-

ical decisions is vital in demonstrating the system’s situation aware-

ness. Other work in this area includes: a proposed “Information Man-

ager” for pilot decision support [95] and a proposal for a blackboard

architecture-based combat helicopter system [9].

2.2 Situation Awareness in Driving

To see how SA theories originating in tactical combat may be applied to

tactical-level driving, it is instructive to note the similarities between

air-to-air combat and navigating in traffic. First, both tasks require

real-time reasoning in dynamic, uncertain environments. Second, pi-

lots and drivers face information overload since extracting (only) the

relevant information from the available sensors is challenging. Third,

positional maneuvering is critical in both arenas: combat aircraft seek

to achieve desirable configurations relative to the enemy such as higher
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altitude, or an advantageous geometric potential [125] while vehicles

in traffic seek to maintain space cushions, find suitable gaps and avoid

driving in blindspots [66].

2.2.1 Real-time reasoning in dynamic environments

Traditional artificial intelligence techniques are well suited to solving

problems where initial and goal states can be clearly specified. Given

sufficient time, powerful search methods can efficiently find optimal

solutions. Unfortunately, the agent’s knowledge of the environment,

in both air-to-air combat and tactical driving, is very incomplete (and

constantly changing). Optimality is ill-defined and time constraints

require that satisfactory actions be taken at every instant.

The number of possible states, given a particular action on the agent’s

part, is very large. In the absence of a higher-level structure, the search

space quickly explodes. Furthermore, new information is revealed as

the agents change their configurations, and selected plans may become

invalid with the changing situation. Maintaining detailed plans about

long-term goals is impractical – rather the agent must focus on short-

term planning given the available information.
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2.2.2 Information overload

Pilots and drivers receive information about their environment not as

a concise list of symbols, but as a constantly changing set of sensor

readings. Since time constraints prevent processing all of this infor-

mation at every time instant, the agent must intelligently select the

information most critical to the immediate task. Reece addressed the

issue of information overload for robot driving through selective per-

ception [80]. His system, Ulysses exploited the fact that reasoning

could be simplified by first focusing on those objects in the environment

that most constrain the agent’s available actions. For example, when

approaching an intersection with a Stop sign, the driver can safely ig-

nore the trajectories of vehicles beyond the intersection, since the Stop

sign forces the ego-vehicle to come to a halt. Further improvements

were possible by making some assumptions about objects in the envi-

ronment: for example, upon first observing an oncoming vehicle the

agent could note its position and velocity, then “forget” about the ve-

hicle for some time interval — knowing that the vehicle would not be

able to close the distance in that time. Reece showed that selective

perception techniques reduced average perceptual costs in simulated

scenarios by several orders of magnitude. However, when an object in

the environment violates these assumptions, selective perception can

cause the agent to unintentionally place itself in a more dangerous sit-

uation. For example, vehicles that have stopped on the highway are

extremely hazardous to drivers who “over-drive” their headlights.
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2.2.3 Positional maneuvering

Drivers, unlike fighter pilots, are not typically interested in maneu-

vering to gain an offensive advantage over other vehicles as a prelude

to combat. However, according to defensive driving theory [118, 68],

certain configurations of vehicles in traffic are inherently risky while

others are relatively safe. This is due to several factors: perceptual lim-

itations; incomplete knowledge of driver intentions; and, availability of

escape routes.

The first factor can be caused by either incomplete sensor coverage

(e.g., blind spots) or environmental aspects (e.g., glare for vision sen-

sors). Under these circumstances, the driver may not be able to ac-

curately sense the positions or velocities of nearby vehicles. The re-

sulting increase in uncertainty restricts safe options and motivates

well-known heuristics like “Avoid staying in a vehicle’s blind spot” and

“Don’t overtake as you approach a hill”. The second factor is caused by

imperfect communication between vehicles. Although turn indicators,

brake lights and hand signals can all provide some indication of other

drivers’ intentions, it is clear that these are not perfect predictors of

the future states of nearby vehicles. While all drivers need to make as-

sumptions on the behavior of other vehicles, relying on these assump-

tions is unwise — an adjacent driver may suddenly change lanes, or a

tailgater may fail to react in time. The third factor is a direct result of

overcrowding: for example, driving beside a vehicle limits lane chang-
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ing options. Defensive driving theory thus stresses the importance for

each driver to maintain a space cushion (an area free of other vehicles)

around the vehicle whenever possible.

2.3 Discussion

Human driving strategies, and in particular, situation awareness the-

ories, offer valuable insights to the driving researcher. The task-level

descriptions structure the driving problem into smaller, manageable

components while SA provides a domain-independent framework for

processing the perceptual inputs to the system. The tactical-level sce-

narios used to teach and evaluate defensive driving in drivers’ educa-

tion courses can be salvaged to provide challenges for intelligent vehi-

cles (See Chapter 7). Chapters 4 and 5 describe how the ideas discussed

in this chapter can be used to implement the SAPIENT tactical driving

systems. However, a design environment is needed where these sce-

narios can be easily created and repeatably tested. SHIVA, described

in Chapter 3 addresses these demands.



Chapter 3

The Simulation Environment

If it’s not in the computer, it doesn’t exist.

—Murphy’s Laws of Technology

Simulation is essential in developing intelligent vehicle systems be-

cause testing new algorithms in real world traffic is risky and poten-

tially disastrous. SHIVA (Simulated Highways for Intelligent Vehicle

Algorithms) not only models the elements of the domain most useful

to tactical driving research but also provides tools to rapidly prototype

and test algorithms in challenging traffic situations. Additionally, the

scenario control tools allow repeatable testing of different reasoning

systems on a consistent set of traffic situations.

29
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3.1 Related Work

While traffic simulators have been in use for over thirty years [17, 20,

37, 122], no existing tool has all the capabilities desirable for design-

ing intelligent vehicle algorithms. Simulators are generally created to

study traffic patterns and consequently fail to provide adequate facili-

ties for adding or debugging new vehicle control algorithms.

Few simulators are available for tactical-level research1. Of these,

Pharos [81], SmartPath [28], and SmartAHS [41] possess most of the

necessary characteristics: microscopic vehicle modeling, support for

different road geometries, and realistic lane changing models. Unfortu-

nately, since none of these tools were designed specifically for tactical-

level simulation, each has significant deficiencies in the area. Pharos

makes some unrealistic sensor assumptions such as transparent ve-

hicles; SmartPath, though well suited for modeling platoon concepts

(where groups of very closely spaced automated vehicles drive along

dedicated lanes) [110], cannot support reasoning systems which violate

its state machine architecture; SmartAHS shows significant promise as

a general-purpose microscopic simulator, but is currently only a frame-

work.

1A number of high-fidelity simulators are currently under development at vari-

ous industrial research labs. However these have not made available to the general

research community.
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Design choice SHIVA implementation
Modeling level Microscopic
Kinematic accuracy? Yes, with velocity over dt
Dynamic accuracy? Available in extended versions
Road geometry Full 2-D geometry.
Highway support? Yes
City streets support? No
Vehicle types Functionally equivalent
Cognition models Multiple, user-defined
Engine models No
Suspension models No
Tire/surface models Available in extended versions
Sensor models Multiple, detailed, user-defined
Driver models Multiple, detailed, user-defined
Traffic mix Heterogenous, mixed traffic
Offline simulation? Yes, on multiple platforms
Integrated visualization? Yes, on SGI only
Simulation persistence? Limited: dump & restore to file
Interactive debugging? Yes
Interactive scenario generation? Yes
Can users drive vehicles? Only at the tactical level

Table 3.1: SHIVA, like all simulators, is a compromise between reality
and efficiency. This table summarizes the important design decisions.

3.2 Tactical-level Simulation

Every simulation is a compromise between realism and tractability.

Task-specific requirements dictate the design decisions2. A summary

of these important issues is given in Table 3.1.

2Serious scholars of simulation are encouraged to examine related work, such as

the PapyrusTM NASCAR Racing Simulation.
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Motion Model Benefits Drawbacks
Slot Car Executes quickly, Unrealistic lane

simple to code changes
Kinematic 2D Fast enough for interactive Unrealistic cornering

simulation and display.
Dynamic 2D Allows tire models, Unrealistic collisions,

engine models, skidding slow if many vehicles
Dynamic 3D Realistic collisions, Compute-intensive,

banking, suspension very complicated

Table 3.2: A summary of the tradeoffs involved with different choices
of motion model.

The choice of motion model proved to be the most difficult design choice.

This is because inaccuracies in modeling vehicles at the operational

level can create changes in vehicle behavior at the tactical level. Most

motion models used in vehicle simulation can be classified into three

categories: slot car, kinematic, and dynamic. The tradeoffs in each

choice are shown in Table 3.2.

In slot car models, lateral positions are assumed to be integral: each

vehicle clearly occupies a single lane at all times. One consequence of

this is that lane changes are atomic (instantaneous) and vehicle orien-

tations are always tangential to the local road curvature. While these

characteristics may be acceptable at the strategic level, they lead to

undesirable simplifications at the tactical level.

Kinematic models deal with aspects of motion apart from considera-

tions of mass and force. Thus, these models implement smooth motion,

even during lane changes. Furthermore, the vehicles are constrained
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to move along realistic trajectories. However, since forces are not mod-

eled, the vehicles will perform maneuvers without skidding or slipping.

Such models are typically sufficient for tactical-level research.

Dynamic models are used in simulators where vehicles must respond

realistically to forces. In 2-D simulations, these may often include

tire-surface interactions and may also involve engine and transmis-

sion models. In the 3-D dynamic simulations, the effects of gravity

(e.g., accelerating on downhill stretches), and cornering stability may

also be added. This level of detail is often needed to accurately model

the behavior of operational-level systems.

Realistic simulation requires more computing time, especially when

large numbers of vehicles are involved. Since SHIVA is primarily de-

signed for tactical-level research, I chose to use a realistic kinematic

model.

SHIVA has since been extended to model 2-D dynamics (for situations

such as emergency obstacle avoidance, where skidding and collisions

are more common). These extensions are not discussed in this thesis.

More information is available in [44].
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Figure 3.1: SHIVA’s road representation consists of a connected set
of Road Segments — stretches of road with an arbitrary shape and
common properties. Vehicles are not required to stay on the road.

3.3 Road Representation

SHIVA represents a highway as a connected set of Road Segments,

where each segment is a stretch of road with arbitrary shape, a fixed

number of lanes, and common properties such as speed limits (See Fig-

ure 3.1). Segments connect to other segments on a lane-by-lane basis,
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allowing users to model most highway topologies3. Vehicles typically

drive along road segments, smoothly crossing the boundaries between

two segments as they take exits or merge. However, vehicles are not

required to stay on the road — given bad control algorithms (or to avoid

obstacles), vehicles may swerve off the road. This is also shown in Fig-

ure 3.1.

Expressing tactical maneuvers in a local road-coordinate frame allows

vehicle controllers to be invariant to the road geometry. SHIVA repre-

sents these coordinate frames explicitly and provides simulator objects

with a transparent interface to the road representation. Points repre-

sented in road coordinates can be seamlessly expressed in world coor-

dinates as necessary. SHIVA’s notion of real-valued lane displacement

(rather than integral “lane numbers”) is a feature lacking in many

existing traffic simulators [21] and allows accurate modeling of lane

change maneuvers.

Some realistic simulators [80, 28, 41], while modeling continuous lat-

eral motion, still ignore the impact of lane tracking on vehicle orien-

tation (i.e. they assume that the vehicle is always parallel to the local

tangent of the road). Unfortunately these effects are relevant during

lane changing. For example, the effects of a slight yaw (1 degree) at a

range of 60 meters corresponds to an lateral error of 1 meter in sensing

— possibly causing an object in an adjacent lane to appear to be in the

3The current implementation does not model intersections, tapered lane merges,

or over-passes.
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current lane. SHIVA’s perception modules (See Section 3.5) correctly

account for the vehicle’s current orientation when mapping obstacles

to lanes. While SHIVA’s road geometry is general enough to describe

highway geometries, it is not designed to model urban streets. Since

the thesis focuses on highway driving, the restriction is not limiting.

3.4 Vehicles

SHIVA models vehicles as kinematically accurate, two-axle, front-wheel-

steered mechanisms. Three vehicles classes are modeled, each with

its own physical characteristics (See Figure 3.2). The intelligent ve-

hicles are designed to be largely compatible with the Carnegie Mellon

Navlab [106, 76] robot vehicles (See Figure 3.3). Over the last decade,

the Navlab robots have been used as testbeds for a large variety of

experiments in autonomous navigation [61, 73, 101, 104, 74]. Since

many of the systems that have emerged from this research will be crit-

ical in the automated highway system project, SHIVA minimizes the

modifications needed to port cognition modules to the robot. In par-

ticular, the interface to the lane-trackers and steering/speed controller

(See Sections 3.5.2 and 3.7) is virtually identical to existing systems on

the Navlab.

Functionally, intelligent vehicles are decomposed into three subsys-

tems: perception, cognition and actuation (See Figure 3.4). This archi-
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Figure 3.2: SHIVA models a variety of vehicle classes including cars,
trucks and buses. Within each class, vehicles may also be equipped
with their own configurations of sensors, reasoning algorithms and ac-
tuators.

Figure 3.3: The Carnegie Mellon Navlab robot vehicles are testbeds for
research in autonomous navigation. SHIVA vehicles are designed to be
largely compatible with their real counterparts.
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tecture, given appropriate choices for sensors and algorithms, describes

both human drivers and autonomous vehicles. Also, since SHIVA is

designed in an object-oriented manner, researchers may derive new ve-

hicle types as desired, inheriting the essential attributes and methods

from the existing vehicle models.

3.5 Perception

Largely ignored in most simulators, perception remains one of the most

difficult problems in mobile robotics. Control algorithms which make

unrealistic perceptual assumptions are destined to remain unimple-

mentable on real systems. On the other hand, modeling realistic sen-

sors perfectly is infeasible since the simulated world cannot match the

complexity of real life. Each simulator must therefore select the ap-

propriate level of detail suitable for its task. In the tactical driving

domain, issues such as sensor field of view, occlusion and obstacle-

to-lane mapping are important. The perception subsystem consists of

a suite of functional sensors (e.g., GPS, range-sensors, lane-trackers),

whose outputs are similar to real perception modules implemented on

the Navlab vehicles. SHIVA vehicles use these sensors to obtain in-

formation about the road geometry and surrounding traffic. Vehicles

may control the sensors directly, activating and panning the sensors as

needed, encouraging active perception. Perception objects are grouped

into an open-ended sensor hierarchy (See Figure 3.5) which allows de-
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Figure 3.4: Each vehicle is composed of three subsystems (perception,
cognition and actuation) which interact with the simulated world. The
design tools automatically adapt to each vehicle’s internal configura-
tion and provide access to the various components at an appropriate
level of detail.
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MountedSr

GPS

LeadCarSr

LaneTracker

ALVINN

ExitFinder

UniversalSr

CarSensor

RangeSensor

SuperTracker

Figure 3.5: The perception subsystem consists of a suite of sensors
whose outputs are similar to modules available on real robots. The
hierarchy allows designers to create models at the appropriate level of
detail and swap them into existing vehicle configurations with minimal
modification.

signers to create appropriate models and swap them into existing ve-

hicle configurations with minimal modification. Some of these sensor

models are presented below.

3.5.1 Car Detection and Tracking

Since car tracking is an important perceptual task for tactical driving,

SHIVA provides two types of car tracking sensors: realistic range sen-

sors and functional car tracking modules. Both types of car trackers

have a limited field of view, and range. Sensors cover different areas

of interest around the vehicle, and can be activated (or panned) by the
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Figure 3.6: The range sensor model simulates a scanning laser sensor
with a limited field of view and range. The detection array returns
range values for each ray, corrupted by noise. Segmentation, tracking
and velocity calculations need to be performed by the perception mod-
ule.

cognition modules as needed during tactical maneuvers to provide rele-

vant information about surrounding traffic. Since perception is expen-

sive, this selective perception enables cognition modules to minimize

the computational load [80].

Range Sensors

SHIVA’s range sensor is a 1-D scanning laser sensor with a user-defined

range (�max), field of view (�max) and resolution (given by number of

rays, n). Vehicles may have different sensors with individual charac-

teristics, mounted on different locations. See Figure 3.6 for an example

of a particular range sensor’s output.

The simulated sensor casts n rays, spaced equally in angle over the

field of view, and determines each ray’s intersection with objects in the

environment. Each ray (ri) returns the distance (�i) to the closest in-
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tersection point (or �max in the case of no intersections). Since each

ri corresponds to a pixel in the sensor’s retina, the sensor returns an

array of pixels (R):

R = [�0; �1; : : : �i; : : : �n�1]

To add realism, each ray’s scan angle (�i) and returned value (�i) are

corrupted by noise. Each (�i; �i) is subsequently mapped into sensor

coordinate frame using: x = � cos �i and y = � sin �i. Thus the injected

noise translates into errors in the sensed object’s position. Note that

this method is not equivalent to adding independent Gaussian noise to

both x and y — in SHIVA, as in a real range sensor, the errors in x and

y are correlated! Cognition modules which use these sensors typically

use a Kalman filter [121, 96] to update perception estimates. Thus, the

position of a sensed vehicle is represented not as a single point, but

rather as an uncertainty ellipse.

Since information about objects in the environment is provided only

through discretized range readings, cognition algorithms which main-

tain explicit models of objects in the surroundings must perform seg-

mentation and tracking on this noisy data. Similarly, since velocity

information is not provided directly, it must be inferred from differ-

ential range measurements4. Furthermore, because all range readings

are in sensor coordinates, cognition algorithms must perform their own

object-to-lane mappings (i.e. convert observed vehicles into road coor-

4When direct velocity measurements are provided, (e.g., Doppler radar), they can

easily be incorporated.
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dinates).

Because this processing is computationally expensive, most tactical-

level experiments only use a few vehicles with such sensors, supple-

mented by larger numbers of vehicles with functional perception mod-

ules (discussed below).

Functional Car Trackers

SHIVA’s functional perception modules simplify the processing required

by cognition modules. The functional models support the following en-

hancements:

Car tracking: detected vehicles are segmented and correctly tracked

in subsequent frames. Optionally, each new vehicle is tagged with

a unique ID number to simplify reasoning.

Object-to-lane mapping: all position measurements are converted

into road coordinates (distance along the road and relative lateral

offset), enabling cognition modules to largely ignore the effects of

the local road geometry.

Vehicle type detection: the class of vehicle (e.g., car, bus, truck) as

well as vehicle size is directly reported, simplifying gap reasoning

calculations.
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Direct velocity measurement: the true velocity of the observed ob-

ject is reported, enabling accurate calculation of time-to-impact

or acceleration constraints.

Note that the functional car tracker does not provide the higher-order

derivatives such as acceleration or jerk, since these (very noisy) mea-

surements cannot be reliably obtained in real life. While the functional

car tracker can also corrupt its output with simulated noise, the output

is not equivalent to that obtained from a realistic sensor model (since

the error rates for � and � are not explicitly represented in the func-

tional model).

A danger with using functional sensor models is that the simulator may

provide unrealistically complete data of the environment. This ten-

dency is common in earlier work in tactical simulation. For example:

perfect measurement of sensed vehicles’ acceleration [69]; transparent

vehicles [80]; and, straight road assumptions [27]. SHIVA’s functional

sensors only return information that is available given existing percep-

tion technology assumptions.

3.5.2 Lane Trackers

Since realistic lane tracking is an operational level task (and beyond

the scope of this simulation), SHIVA’s lane tracking module is a func-

tional model of a complete vision-based lane tracking system. The in-
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Figure 3.7: The lane tracker module provides information about the
local road geometry in the form of a pure-pursuit point (P). This point
on the road determines the steering curvature that should be used to
steer the vehicle onto the desired trajectory at the specified look-ahead
distance (l).

terface is based on the ALVINN [73] road follower and provides infor-

mation about the local road geometry through a pure-pursuit[114, 4]

point (See Figure 3.7).

A pure-pursuit point is defined to be the intersection of the desired

vehicle trajectory and a circle of radius (l), centered at the vehicle’s

rear axle midpoint (assuming front wheel steer). Intuitively, this point

describes the steering curvature which would bring the vehicle to the

desired lateral offset after traveling a distance of approximately l. Thus

the position of the pure-pursuit point maps directly onto a recommended

steering curvature: k = �2x=l2, where k is the curvature (reciprocal of

steering radius), x is the relative lateral offset to the pure-pursuit point

in vehicle coordinates, and l is a parameter known as the look-ahead

distance. The look-ahead distance is an empirically determined pa-
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rameter which corresponds to the gain of the steering controller. When

l is too short, vehicle control may become unstable; when l is too long,

the controller response is sluggish. Experiments on the Navlab vehi-

cles [4, 73] have shown that good results are obtained when l = 15

meters in low speed situations and l = 25 meters at highway speeds.

Human factors studies have also demonstrated that the pure-pursuit

model approximates the human steering response [82].

Although lane tracking is a challenging robotics problem [23, 54, 73],

most highway simulations [122, 69] still equate lane tracking and lane

occupancy. Such simulations model lane changes as instantaneous ac-

tions, allowing their cognition modules to completely ignore the diffi-

cult decisions needed during lane changing — and fail to capture be-

haviors such as lane straddling and aborted lane changes.

SHIVA also supports lane trackers that actively steer the vehicle. By

varying the desired lateral offset (represented by a pure-pursuit point)

smoothly from the center of one lane to the center of the desired adja-

cent lane, these road followers are able to implement lane changes [48].

It is important to note that the actual lateral offset of the vehicle al-

ways lags the current position of its pure-pursuit point during the lane

change.
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3.5.3 Positioning

SHIVA simulates two types of positioning sensors: dead reckoning and

global positioning systems (GPS). While both return the vehicle’s cur-

rent position in global coordinates, they differ in their noise charac-

teristics: dead reckoning sensors return measurements that become

increasingly inaccurate with distance traveled (since differential er-

rors accumulate with vehicle motion), while GPS errors do not depend

on the distance traveled. Positioning information, in conjunction with

on-board digital maps, can allow cognition modules to initiate maneu-

vers (such as changing lanes into the exit lane) well in advance of the

desired exit. In an actual implementation, such a positioning system

could be augmented by road-sign or landmark recognition.

3.6 Cognition

Cognition modules must select appropriate tactical-level actions based

upon information provided by the perception subsystems. The opera-

tional level aspects of the driving task are handled by either the actu-

ation subsystem (See Section 3.7) or by modules such as lane trackers

which accept tactical commands (such as the lane tracker described in

Section 3.5.2).

Different cognition strategies need different perceptual inputs. SHIVA
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enables researchers to create customized configurations of sensors for

each cognition module. For example, purely reactive cognition modules

can directly accept raw data from the realistic sensors. By contrast, the

rule-based system (See Chapter 4) reasons about higher-level concepts

such as gap sizes, velocities and acceleration constraints. The latter

configuration requires significant processing of the sensor outputs —

such as segmentation, differencing, and obstacle-to-lane mapping.

SHIVA places no constraints on the reasoning of individual cognition

modules except that the outputs be compatible with the controller con-

figuration of the vehicle. This also ensures that algorithms imple-

mented in simulation can be later tested on the Navlab with minimal

changes.

3.7 Actuation

While kinematics are realistically modeled in SHIVA, dynamics are

largely ignored. In the absence of engine, transmission and suspen-

sion models, simulating actuation is relatively straightforward. The

control interface is compatible with the Carnegie Mellon Navlab con-

troller: cognition modules provide a control tuple, C = (k; v) where k is

the desired curvature and v is the desired velocity. Cognition modules

provide C to the controller at regular time intervals; in the absence of

new information, the controller will servo on the last commanded tuple.
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As in the Navlab, steering and velocity control are decoupled. This

simple model does not allow vehicles to follow precise trajectories, but

is sufficient for specifying coarse behavior. The controllers generate

steering wheel position and throttle/brake commands to bring current

vehicle curvature and velocity to the desired positions as quickly as

possible. The controller also enforces limits on acceleration and rate

of change of curvature. Experiments on the Navlab [73, 47] indicate

that a bandwidth of 10 Hz is required for highway driving using this

controller. Thus, SHIVA uses a fixed time-step of 100ms and expects

that cognition modules will provide a C at each time-step.

As discussed in Section 3.5.2, SHIVA’s controller also supports low-

level steering control through active road-following. In this paradigm,

cognition modules specify a desired lateral position by manipulating

the pure-pursuit point. The lane tracker then automatically computes

the steering curvature required to bring the vehicle to the desired lat-

eral offset. This allows cognition modules to remain ignorant of vehicle

kinematics.

3.8 Simulation and Design Tools

Most existing simulators are designed to model only a few vehicle con-

figurations and reasoning agents. By contrast, SHIVA’s architecture

is open-ended — enabling researchers to integrate new sensors, con-
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trollers and intelligences into existing vehicle specifications. Users can

study interactions between different intelligent algorithms by creating

scenarios with heterogeneous vehicle configurations. An example of

this is mixed-mode traffic where “human operated” and “autonomous”

vehicles use very different sensors and driving strategies. SHIVA al-

lows researchers to examine the repercussions of changing the propor-

tions of different types of vehicles (e.g., manual versus automated5) on

the highway.

Since reasoning in tactical situations is complex, algorithms are best

developed in an iterative manner. To support rapid refinement of rea-

soning systems, SHIVA provides a set of tools that fall into three main

categories. The work described in the following sections was done in

collaboration with John Hancock [102, 103].

3.8.1 Visualization and Validation

The first step to validating algorithms is observing them in action. Vi-

sualization tools allow the designer to qualitatively evaluate his/her

algorithms from different points of view. To verify whether vehicles are

behaving reasonably with a given design, the researcher needs to be

able to see how the vehicles behave both as individuals and as aggre-

gates.

5The value of such studies is critically dependent on the validity of the manual

traffic driver models.
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Figure 3.8: SHIVA’s primary view is an interactive camera which
shows the simulation from overhead at an aggregate level. Vehicles
can be selected from this view for detailed inspection.

SHIVA provides a flexible suite of visualization tools using Open In-

ventor (a 3-D graphics library developed by Silicon Graphics)6. SHIVA’s

primary view (See Figure 3.8) is an interactive camera which shows the

simulation from overhead at an aggregate level. Multiple views that

track vehicles may be created by selecting the desired vehicle(s) in the

primary view. These secondary views can display driver’s eye (or other

arbitrary) perspectives (See Figure 3.9). Since humans make tactical

decisions from behind the wheel, these views are helpful in judging the

quality of decisions made by the AI algorithms. A vehicle selected for

monitoring can be ordered to change color or begin dropping markers

— “virtual bread-crumbs” — allowing researchers to observe not only

the vehicle’s current position, but also its previous trajectory.

6These tools are only currently supported in the SGI implementation of SHIVA.
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Figure 3.9: SHIVA allows users to select arbitrary secondary views for
detailed examination of the scenario. This figure shows a driver’s eye
perspective of the scene.
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SHIVA’s visualization tools also support a host of features such as print-

ing views to PostScript (for printing), 3-D dumps of situations as VRML

(Virtual Reality Modeling Language) files, and animations of tactical

scenarios as MPEGor animated GIF movies. This allows researchers to

demonstrate their results to a wide audience (particularly when such

files are made available over the World Wide Web)7.

3.8.2 Measurement and Analysis

To improve on existing algorithms, users need the ability to analyze

what the vehicles are doing correctly, and to identify what they are do-

ing incorrectly. Although visualization tools allow the designer to see if

something is wrong with the algorithms, this information is generally

insufficient to diagnose the problem. To perform this quantitative anal-

ysis on-the-fly, researchers require access to reasoning object internals

during the simulation. Current debugging tools are inadequate for this

task since they only display a few variables at a time.

SHIVA displays qualitative and quantitative information through Info

Boxes which update continually during the simulation. Researchers

may request this information on a per-agent basis and focus only on the

relevant details. Since simulation and animation are fully integrated,

problems spotted using the visualization tools may be immediately in-

vestigated. Most importantly, these Info Boxes rapidly customize to the

7See <http://www.cs.cmu.edu/ �rahuls/shiva.html> .
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vehicle configuration so that only (and all of) the relevant information

is displayed. Without customization, Info Boxes automatically adjust

themselves to display whatever information is available for that vehi-

cle configuration through inheritance. For example, an Info Box for a

MonoSAPIENT vehicle (See Chapter 4) displays information about its

cognitive state, while one for a PolySAPIENT vehicle (See Chapter 5)

shows the accumulated votes for each action (See Figure 3.10).

In addition to local information about each vehicle, SHIVA also col-

lects statistics about global performance. These include numbers of

collisions, throughput, average velocities and exit success rates. Re-

searchers can customize the appropriate aggregate measures and mon-

itor them during the simulation.

3.8.3 Interactive Exploration and Modification

The final important requirement for a simulation and design system is

the ability to interact with and modify objects on-the-fly. This provides

several benefits: 1) supports rapid iterative development; 2) enables

better exploration of the parameter space; 3) allows fine-tuned scenario

generation.

Iterative development without recompiling is vital for incremental al-

gorithm design. Interactive parameter modification can be used to ex-

pose algorithms to sudden changes in environment, encouraging ro-
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Figure 3.10: This figure, shows the InfoBox corresponding to a
PolySAPIENT vehicle. Note that the InfoBox has configured itself
to display the vehicle’s sensors (showing the two stopped cars on the
track) and the accumulated action votes. See Chapter 5 for more de-
tails on PolySAPIENT.
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bustness. This is done primarily through SHIVA’s Control Boxes —

hierarchical interface tools which can be customized for particular ve-

hicle configurations (See Figure 3.11). By enabling researchers to inter-

actively create traffic situations on the fly, ControlBoxes also provide a

means for scenario generation.

3.9 Scenario Generation

Many interesting traffic situations occur very rarely, both in real life

and in simulation. However these are also the scenarios where tacti-

cal level reasoning systems are most challenged. Rather than forcing

researchers to wait patiently for these events to arise, SHIVA provides

users with several interactive scenario generation features. There are

two aspects to scenario control: creation and manipulation. We exam-

ine each in turn.

3.9.1 Scenario Creation

The primary tool for scenario creation is the Factory. Each factory pro-

duces vehicle configurations (e.g., trucks with a PolySAPIENT cogni-

tion module and some specified sensor suite) from a specified set and

injects them at the selected places on the highway network, with the

desired probabilities, and at the appropriate times. Since factories are
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Figure 3.11: Control Boxes, such as the ones shown here, allow users
to interact with vehicles during the course of the simulation. Each
interface tool automatically configures itself to the appropriate vehicle
configuration. For example, the Control Box in the foreground provides
sliders to allow users to change MonoSAPIENT parameters.
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specified using text files, they can easily be customized at run-time.

Once vehicles appear on the roadway, users can interactively move

them into their desired positions. In addition to an intelligent pick-

and-place interface, SHIVA supports a tactical driving interface which

maps user commands into tactical level actions (e.g., move along a road

segment, change lateral position or select velocity).

Users may select initial conditions for the scenario, such as starting ve-

locities and vehicle parameters using Control Boxes. Once completed,

the scenario can be saved to disk for future use. This is especially valu-

able when different cognition modules need to be (repeatably) tested

on the same set of scenarios.

3.9.2 Scenario Manipulation

The integrated nature of SHIVA’s simulation and animation environ-

ment enables users to interactively adjust the behavior of vehicles dur-

ing a scenario. By pausing the run, changes can be made in parallel us-

ing different Control Boxes. The tactical control interface can be used

to “drive” the selected vehicle around the track. Furthermore, users

can ignore the (operational level) task of lane tracking and focus on the

tactical issues, even on complicated road structures.

Slider bars enable run-time adjustments of key parameters in the var-
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ious cognition modules. SHIVA also supports a number of ways to (in-

directly) influence the behaviors of vehicles at run time — for example,

the user may command a breakdown and force the selected vehicle to

slow down and stop. Other functions allow users to simulate various

malfunctions in the sensors or actuators.

3.10 Saving the Simulation State

As seen in Section 3.9, scenario generation requires the ability to recre-

ate simulation states. One way to accomplish this is to build the simu-

lator on top of a persistent database (e.g., SmartAHS [41] is built over

Versant). The biggest advantage of this is that state is implicitly saved

(allowing rewinding of the simulation on demand). Unfortunately, the

price for this convenience is that each timestep of the simulation incurs

a substantial overhead — preventing such a system from providing an

integrated simulation/animation environment using current computer

hardware.

SHIVA compromises on convenience by offering only a subset of this

feature — researchers may interactively save the current simulation

state to file, and restore it (exactly) as required. The data is saved as

a commented text file, allowing users to examine (and edit) any of the

elements in the saved state as needed. The primary purpose of this

feature is to enable researchers to interactively create traffic scenarios
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and then efficiently simulate them off-line without graphics. SHIVA

can also dump state at regular intervals for later visualization or anal-

ysis. This feature also allows researchers to observe the evolution of

the system from the same initial conditions given different reasoning

object parameters.

3.11 Conclusion

SHIVA was developed as a safe and economical alternative to test-

ing cognition modules in real traffic. Its extensive scenario genera-

tion tools enable researchers to test different control strategies on a

series of stored traffic situations. SHIVA also collects statistics such as

the number of collisions, average velocity and exit success rate, provid-

ing quantitative measures of a vehicle’s performance over the scenario.

Offline simulation with stored scenarios supports the development of

learning strategies for tactical reasoning. Online integrated simulation

and visualization features allow the flexible exploration of intelligent

vehicle behavior in dynamic settings.

SHIVA is used as a development platform for the cognition modules

discussed in the following chapters. Its scenario creation features are

used in Chapter 7 to create tactical scenarios for intelligent vehicles.



Chapter 4

MonoSAPIENT: Rule-Based

Situation Awareness

The function of the expert is not to be more right than other

people, but to be wrong for more sophisticated reasons.

—Dr. David Butler [31]

Chapter 2 presented the idea of a situation awareness (SA) based tacti-

cal reasoning system, termed SAPIENT (Situation Awareness Planner

Implementing Effective Navigation in Traffic). Such a system would

monitor traffic and road features around the intelligent vehicle using

on-board sensors, and suggest suitable actions to the robot’s operational-

level controllers.

61
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In this chapter, I describe the first implementation of such a system,

named MonoSAPIENT, designed in the SHIVA simulation environment

(See Chapter 3). MonoSAPIENT is based upon a traditional mobile

robot architecture, and explicitly represents driving knowledge in the

form of decision tree rules.

4.1 Motivation and Related Work

MonoSAPIENT’s design was motivated by material developed to im-

prove human driver performance. In defensive driving literature, knowl-

edge is often expressed in the form of high-level rules [117, 66, 118, 92,

68]. For example:

Before lane changing, look for traffic approaching from the

rear in the new lane. Also, check cars that are about to enter

the new lane from the far lanes [66].

Such rules are useful in driver education because their triggers are

clear (e.g., “before lane changing”) and the recommended actions are

also explicit (e.g., “check cars that are about to enter the new lane”).

While these rules are too vague to fully specify the behavior of an intel-

ligent vehicle, they indicate that explicit hand-coded driving knowledge

may be a good methodology for a tactical driving system.
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Previous work in tactical-level driving has concentrated on expressing

driving knowledge in the form of rules [69, 57], decision trees [80] or

finite state machines [21]. While these reasoning systems have only

explored greatly simplified aspects of the driving task (e.g., Niehaus

& Stengel assume curve free roads while Kotchetkov assumes single-

lane highways), expert systems have been used in other fields with

promising results [78, 85].

4.2 System Overview

At the tactical level, intelligent vehicle behavior falls under three broad

categories [66]. MonoSAPIENT represents each category explicitly as

a global mode.

Lane tracking: The vehicle is in a relatively clear lane and is able to

travel at its desired velocity. Lane tracking systems are responsi-

ble for lateral control.

Car following: The driver attempts to maintain a constant headway

behind the current lead vehicle. As in the lane tracking case, lat-

eral control is limited to lane-tracking.

Lane changing: Regardless of motivation (passing, taking an exit etc.)

the vehicle behavior always consists of moving from one travel

lane to another over the span of a few seconds. During this time,
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vehicle speed is constrained by vehicles in both initial and target

lanes.

The behavior of the vehicle in each mode follows well-defined control

laws, while the transitions between states are triggered by a decision-

tree. Before examining the details of the system, I present a brief look

at mobile robot architectures and indicate the forces which motivated

MonoSAPIENT’s design.

4.3 Mobile Robot Architectures

The traditional approach to robotics [30] involves a three-stage process-

ing cycle as shown in Figure 4.1. In the first stage, sensors gather infor-

mation about the world and convert it to a symbolic internal represen-

tation, known as a world model. In the second stage, the world model

is processed by AI algorithms (typically involving planning and search)

to find a course of action for the robot to achieve its goals, known as a

plan. In the final stage, this plan is executed by the robot as a series of

actions (actuator commands).

This process, as described above, suffers from several serious draw-

backs. First, the approach implicitly underestimates the role played

by perception [80, 43]: due to sensing constraints and uncertainties,

the world model is likely to be both incomplete and partially incor-
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Figure 4.1: Traditional robot architectures can be viewed as a three-
stage processing loop. The robot obtains information about the world
in the first stage, processes it in the second stage to generate a plan,
and executes this plan in the third stage.

rect. Second, the process assumes that it is possible to plan a com-

plete path from the robot’s initial state to its goal state(s). This is in-

feasible (particularly in real-time) in most complex domains due to an

explosion in the number of searchable states, and the inability to per-

fectly predict the outcomes of actions. Third, the chosen plan cannot

be guaranteed to execute perfectly — the robot may be forced to react

immediately to unforeseen problems (very likely, given an incomplete

world model). Consequently, current mobile robot architectures recog-

nize that planning-heavy approaches to real-time problems in dynamic

environments (such as driving in traffic) are infeasible [18, 84].

MonoSAPIENT recognizes the critical role of perception in tactical driv-

ing and makes reasonable assumptions about available information

(See Section 4.4). By abandoning the hope of generating complete plans
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from its world model, the chosen architecture interleaves planning and

execution (as described in Section 4.7). Short-term planning enables

real-time decision making based on incomplete world models.

4.4 Perceptual Processing

In an intelligent vehicle, most of the problems associated with sensing

are addressed at the operational level. For example, vision-based lane

trackers automatically deal with variations in lighting conditions [73]

and positioning systems combine noisy inputs from several sources [105].

At the tactical level, it is reasonable to expect that perception systems

can reliably track traffic entities such as vehicles, lanes and exits —

along with information about the entity such as the speed of a vehi-

cle or the distance to an exit. Thus, previous work in tactical driv-

ing [80, 21, 57] has generally assumed that the intelligent vehicle has

a perfect model of its surroundings. However, the following perceptual

effects are important, even at the tactical level:

Blindspots: The intelligent vehicle’s sensors may not be able to scan

all around the vehicle, or may only provide limited information

(such as presence/absence of objects). To tackle blindspots, the

vehicle must make some assumptions about the contents of the

unknown region (either optimistic or pessimistic).
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Occlusion: Even if all-round sensor coverage is available, on-board

sensors cannot see through opaque objects. This problem is espe-

cially severe when the intelligent vehicle is surrounded by large

vehicles such as trucks or buses. Assuming that occluded regions

are free of obstacles is risky.

Sensor Noise: Measurements from real sensors are noisy for a vari-

ety of reasons. Physical phenomena (e.g., specular reflections),

software limitations (e.g., range buckets) and unreliable tracking

all introduce uncertainty into the observed world attributes.

Sensor Limits: Current sensing technology is able to provide suffi-

ciently accurate measurements of range and relative velocity of

other vehicles (using stereo, radar or optical flow) within a rea-

sonable sensor range. At the far ranges, errors in bearing may

make object-to-lane mapping unreliable. Furthermore, higher-

order derivatives of position such as acceleration or jerk are very

noisy, and cannot be assumed to be available1.

In both MonoSAPIENT and PolySAPIENT (See Chapter 5), the sensor

configuration shown in Figure 4.2 is assumed. The perception modules

which process the sensor outputs are summarized in Table 4.1. The

vehicle sensors are assumed to be reliable within 75 meters (sufficient

to cover the stopping distance of the intelligent vehicle).
1One method of obtaining these higher-order derivatives is to use communication

between vehicles; this is feasible only in fully-automated AHS concepts such as [110,

91].
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Exit Sensor

Front−Right Sensor Region

Forward Car
Sensor Region

Rear−Right
    Sensor

Lane Tracker’s pure−pursuit point

Figure 4.2: Functional sensor configuration used for driving in traffic.

Sensor Type Sensed attributes
Lane Tracker lane width,

current position of pure-pursuit point,
current lateral displacement,
current road curvature,
lane type (travel, on-ramp, etc.)

Exit Finder distance to chosen exit,
(range = 500m) lane delta to chosen exit,

current exit number
Odometer total distance traveled
Speedometer current velocity
Positioning current global position
(e.g., GPS) (for strategic-level map)
Vehicle Sensor longitudinal distance to vehicle,
(range = 100m) lateral offset to vehicle,

current velocity of vehicle,
vehicle length and width,
vehicle class: car, truck, etc. (optional)

Table 4.1: A summary of the perception modules used for driving in
traffic, and the functions that they support.
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4.5 The World Model

Information extracted from by the perception modules is assimilated

into a global representation of the world. MonoSAPIENT’s representa-

tion of the world has three aspects relevant to tactical-level driving:

1. Robot self-state, including physical and cognitive components

2. Road state, including road geometry and exit information

3. Traffic: speeds, relative positions and hypothesized intentions

Each is briefly discussed in this section.

4.5.1 Robot Self-state

While not always considered part of a traditional world model, the

robot’s self-state is an important influence in selecting the next action.

Its two components are:

Physical State: consists of information sensed from the speedometer,

odometer and other encoders. At the tactical level, the important

elements include: current speed, current steering curvature, cur-

rent lateral displacement (distance from center of current lane),

and distance traveled.
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Cognitive State: consists of two types of information: high-level pref-

erences such as the desired speed and the preferred lane of travel;

and, internal states which reflect the progress of currently exe-

cuting plans such as lane changing or passing maneuvers. In this

chapter, I will only discuss the following cognitive states (each

maps to observable tactical maneuvers in progress):

lane tracking: The intelligent vehicle drives at its desired speed

in the current lane, as steered by the road follower. The ve-

hicle may transition to either of the two lane changing states

on the basis of a short-term plan, or to the car following state

if a vehicle appears in the forward sensor.

car following: The intelligent vehicle maintains a constant, safe

headway (based on higher-level preferences) to the vehicle in

front. A lane change may be initiated by a short-term plan,

or the vehicle may move to the lane tracking state if the lead

vehicle changes lanes or accelerates beyond the preferred ve-

locity.

changing left/right: These states are an indication that the in-

telligent vehicle is involved in a lane transition (typically ini-

tiated by a short-term plan). At the conclusion of the lane

change, the vehicle will move into either a lane tracking or

car following state, as dictated by vehicle sensors. In re-

sponse to unforeseen events (such as a pinch condition), a

lane change in progress may need to be aborted.
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lane tracking

car following change right

change left abort right

abort left

Figure 4.3: A summary of MonoSAPIENT’s cognitive states, and their
connections.

aborting change left/right: These intermediate states indicate

that the previously executing lane change became unsafe,

and that a new lane change (recovery) should be initiated.

The cognitive state transitions to one of the lane changing

states once the recovery maneuver has been initiated.

These states and their connections are summarized in Figure 4.3.

4.5.2 Road State

Road state refers primarily to information received from the lane track-

ing modules, potentially supplemented by on-board digital maps. As-

pects such as lane markings and the number of lanes constrain lane-
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changing maneuvers while posted speed limits and sharp curves con-

strain speed choices. The model must also record whether the intelli-

gent vehicle is approaching its desired exit, if it is in the wrong exit

lane, and the status of any known obstacles on the roadway (since they

constrain lane options).

The road state is also used by perception modules to perform object-

to-lane mapping. For example, when an obstacle is detected “dead-

ahead” while the vehicle is on a curve, the cognition module must know

whether the obstacle is actually on the roadway (and more importantly,

whether the obstacle is in the current lane).

4.5.3 Traffic State

The modeling of other vehicles is the most important aspect of tactical

driving. While the current speeds and relative positions of other ve-

hicles can be ascertained in a relatively straightforward manner, their

future behavior cannot. Thus, the intelligent vehicle is forced to make

some hypotheses about the vehicles’ intentions. Experienced human

drivers can often predict the behavior of other drivers with surprising

accuracy [66]. However, this involves both a large database of world

knowledge (presumably unavailable to the intelligent vehicle) as well

as perception well beyond the current state of the art in computer vi-

sion. For example, a driver can look in the rear-view mirror and notice

a brightly colored sports car weaving through traffic and infer that this
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car is likely to pass by in the left lane. Such sophisticated reasoning re-

quires: 1) tracking a small, partially occluded, moving object through a

cluttered scene; 2) recognizing the object as a sports car; 3) hypothesiz-

ing that people who drive such cars are likely to drive in a particular

manner; 4) predicting the possible future positions of the sports car

based upon this high-level understanding. Clearly this is well beyond

MonoSAPIENT’s current scope.

Instead, MonoSAPIENT makes the assumption that vehicles will con-

tinue to drive in their current lanes at their current velocities over

the extrapolation time-interval. If the extrapolation results in vehicles

which violate MonoSAPIENT’s model of their headway, MonoSAPIENT

predicts that the vehicles will adjust their speed to maintain the min-

imum headway. The primary drawback of this driver model is that

lane changes (which a human driver may have been able to predict)

cannot be anticipated. Future implementations of SAPIENT should

incorporate the more accurate driver models that are anticipated in

the Automated Highway System research community.

4.6 The Decision Tree

As described above, MonoSAPIENT’s cognitive states are analogous to

global modes of operation. A hand-crafted decision tree organizes the

transitions between modes and the operations that are performed in
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each state. This section illustrates the structure of the decision tree by

describing one of its most important components: the lane change logic.

A lane change consists of two sub-tasks: the trigger, and the execution.

The first sub-task is responsible for determining whether a lane-change

is needed, and if so, whether is it feasible. Once a suitable gap has been

found, the second sub-task monitors the gap to ensure that it remains

safe throughout the maneuver — aborting the maneuver if conditions

change.

The logic for triggering and executing lane changes is presented in Fig-

ures 4.4 and 4.5, respectively. The complexity of the decision criteria

prevents them from being visualized as trees, so they are summarized

in pseudocode, with some of the important aspects described below:

frustration: A quantity which reflects the desirability of passing the

current lead vehicle. Discussed at greater length in Section 4.7.1.

safe gap exists: Indicates that the gap evaluation process has found a

suitable gap in the desired target lane. This can either be passive

(where the gap must be adjacent to the vehicle), or active (where

the intelligent vehicle attempts to pursue a gap by changing ve-

locity).

lane exists to the left/right: Refers to checking lane-tracking systems

to see if the target lane exists, and is legal for travel (can be re-

placed by a local map query, if available).
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constrain velocity: MonoSAPIENT is conservative during lane chang-

ing, constraining vehicle speed so that it is safely following any

cars in both original and target lanes. This is so that an aborted

lane change does not create an unsafe configuration. The draw-

back of this is that MonoSAPIENT cars drive very timidly and

are unable to accelerate and merge into dense traffic (as seen in

Chapter 7).

perform gap reasoning: indicates that the target gap should be eval-

uated on the criteria described in Section 4.7.2. When a gap be-

comes unsafe, a lane change in progress may have to be aborted.

shift pure-pursuit point: At the tactical level, lane-changing is en-

capsulated as a shift in the lane-tracker’s pure-pursuit point. This

is detailed in Section 4.7.3. During a lane change, the pure-pursuit

point is incrementally moved from the original lane into the tar-

get lane. MonoSAPIENT relies on the lane-tracker to generate a

smooth trajectory.

Complexity results from the fact that certain lane changes need to be

suppressed. For example, the intelligent vehicle should not initiate a

lane change when it is already in the desired exit lane (doing so may

cause it to miss its exit), nor should it use a left-exit lane as the passing

lane (this might force it to exit the highway). Politeness criteria, such

as driving in the right lane when possible, also need to be presented

explicitly. These features require modifying the lane change logic in a
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Figure 4.4: A simplified view of MonoSAPIENT’s decision tree logic for
initiating lane changes.

non-local manner, resulting in a tangled web of conditions — a factor

discussed in greater detail in Section 4.8.

4.7 Interleaved Planning and Execution

At every time step (typically 0.1 seconds), the perception systems up-

date the components of MonoSAPIENT’s world model. Various algo-

rithms then process the world model in order to generate a short-term

plan. The plan can then be translated into operational-level commands
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Figure 4.5: A simplified view of MonoSAPIENT’s decision tree logic for
monitoring lane changing.

for the intelligent vehicle controllers. This section details this process

by focusing on the scenario shown in Figure 4.6, where the intelligent

vehicle (denoted by Car A), is blocked by the slower moving vehicle

(Car B).

In a deliberative system, the world model derived from the given situ-

ation would be used to generate a comprehensive plan (e.g., decelerate

for t1 seconds, execute a left lane change for the next t2 seconds, ac-

celerate to pass Car B during the subsequent t3 seconds, and end the

passing maneuver with a right lane change in t4 seconds). Unfortu-

nately, this is not possible in the tactical driving domain. For example,

Car A’s location may prevent it from seeing potential vehicles ahead

of Car B — particularly when the blocker is a large truck. In such a
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A B

CD

Figure 4.6: Lane changing scenario: the intelligent vehicle (A) decides
to pass the blocker (B). A suitable gap is chosen, and a short-term plan
initiated.

case, the detailed plan would have been generated from a world model

that bore little resemblance to reality. Similarly, if Car B were to speed

up during the passing maneuver (in an attempt to prevent overtaking),

the final right lane change would have to be delayed. For these reasons,

the mobile robot community has moved towards architectures that em-

phasize interleaved planning and execution [30, 29] — where, rather

than searching completely to the goal state, the robot generates a par-

tial plan and begins execution, possibly re-planning from the current

state at every new time-step [84]. Not only does this make real-time

planning tractable, but it also allows the reasoning system to integrate

the latest information, without committing the robot to potentially in-

correct plans. The following sections detail important aspects in the

triggering and execution of the lane change.
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4.7.1 Deciding to Pass

While car following, MonoSAPIENT computes a frustration function,

�(t), at every time step, t. Intuitively, the frustration is a measure

of the desirability of passing the current lead vehicle. When the frus-

tration exceeds a frustration threshold (a strategic-level parameter),

the intelligent vehicle moves into the gap reasoning phase (See Sec-

tion 4.7.2). Until then, the frustration continues accumulating over

time as given in the following equation:

�(t) = ��(t� 1) + �(t) (4.1)

where: � is a parameter (0 < � < 1) corresponding to impatience, and

�(t) refers to the instantaneous frustration collected in the current time

step. Note that, if the blocker speeds up before the pass is initiated,

�(t) will decay over time.

�(t) =

8><
>:

0 (if vb > vd)

��b + (1� �)�d (otherwise)
(4.2)

where: vb is the blocker’s velocity; vd is the desired velocity (goal set

by strategic-level); � is a strategic-level parameter; and, �b and �d are

the decelerations required to reduce speed (over the headway span of

time) to vb and vd respectively. �b and �d correspond to acceleration

constraints [80], thus leading to:

�b =
(v � vb)

2

2th
(4.3)

�d =
(v � vd)

2

2th
(4.4)
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where: v is the current velocity, and th is the current headway to the

blocking vehicle2. Once the decision to pass has been made, MonoSAPI-

ENT actively hunts for suitable gaps, as described in the next section.

4.7.2 Gap Reasoning

During lane-changing, MonoSAPIENT reasons explicitly about gaps.

This can be contrasted with PolySAPIENT’s approach (See Chapter 5),

which examines individual vehicles, and examines how they constrain

available actions. The primary benefit of an approach which explicitly

reasons about gaps is that the intelligent vehicle is not forced to wait

passively for an appropriate gap to show up, but can instead pursue it

actively3.

Consider how this operates in the lane changing scenario given in Fig-

ure 4.6. Assuming that sufficient � has accumulated, the intelligent

vehicle will seek gaps in traffic on either side. The road model indi-

cates a right lane change is infeasible (since there is no lane to the

right). Thus, MonoSAPIENT will begin examining transitions to the

changing-left state.

2A simpler function, such as �(t) = max(vd � vb; 0) gives qualitatively similar re-

sults.
3As detailed in Chapter 5, PolySAPIENT’s vehicle reasoning objects discourage it

from driving beside vehicles in adjacent lanes. This space cushion allows PolySAPI-

ENT to change lanes without active gap hunting.
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A B

CD Target Gap

Trailing edge

Leading edge

Figure 4.7: The lane changing scenario, with the gap between vehi-
cles C and D emphasized. Gap attributes such as size, velocity, rate
of growth and the time to arrival are used in the evaluation process to
determine the gap’s suitability.

MonoSAPIENT examines all visible gaps within sensor range (approx-

imately 75 meters to the front and rear of the vehicle), and evaluates

their desirability. Consider the marked gap between cars C and D (See

Figure 4.7). Its measurable attributes are:

Size: Defined as the distance between the front edge of the trailing

vehicle (C), and the rear edge of the leading vehicle (D).

Velocity: Defined as the velocity of the closest edge of the gap.

Rate of Growth: Defined as the difference between the velocities of

the leading and trailing edges of the gap. An expanding gap is

preferred.

By assuming constant velocities over the extrapolation time interval,

the following derived gap attributes are obtained:
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Inverse Time to Arrival: The time (t) until a possible merge point

(where the headway both ahead and behind is safe) in the gap

comes adjacent is used to compute the derived attribute: (1=t).

Note that when t < 0, the gap is moving away from the robot.

Also, when jtj is small, j1=tj can be very large. To avoid the asymp-

totes, the current implementation of MonoSAPIENT limits this

attribute to the range [�2; 2].

Expected Size: This is an estimate of the gap’s size at the time of

arrival, based on its current size, and its current rate of growth.

Leading Edge Velocity Differential: Defined as the difference be-

tween the speed of the leading edge (Car C) and the intelligent

vehicle’s current velocity. A negative value indicates that the new

gap is inferior to the current situation, and should be avoided be-

cause it is moving too slowly — unless this jeopardizes a higher-

level goal (e.g., if this is the only gap in the desired exit lane).

Trailing Edge Velocity Differential: Defined as the difference be-

tween the intelligent vehicle’s velocity and the speed of the trail-

ing edge (Car D). A positive value is preferred; a negative value

indicates that MonoSAPIENT should check whether Car D can

safely decelerate.

Leading Edge Desirability: Defined as the difference between the

speed of the leading edge (Car C) and the robot’s desired velocity.

A high value indicates that the gap is opening up, and is thus

more desirable.
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Candidate gaps are pruned to eliminate obviously unsuitable targets

(for example, those that are too small4). The attributes of each of the

remaining gaps are combined in a weighted sum, and the highest scor-

ing candidate gap is selected for the passing maneuver. In practice,

very few gaps remain after pruning since MonoSAPIENT’s limited sen-

sor range (typically 100m ahead and back) does not leave much room

for 4 second gaps at highway speeds (where each gap is 4 � 30 = 120

meters long).

4.7.3 Action Execution

The driving task requires multiple actions to be performed simultane-

ously at the control level (e.g., braking for a curve, while also steer-

ing). In MonoSAPIENT, these subtasks are encapsulated into indi-

vidual higher-level maneuvers. This approach is consistent with the

models for human information processing described in [38]:

. . . as we have discussed, two or more coordinated simul-

taneous actions are under the control of a single motor pro-

gram, while multiple independent actions are under the con-

trol of separate motor programs operating in parallel.

4MonoSAPIENT is conservative driver, refusing to merge into gaps that will vio-

late its headway thresholds, typically 2 seconds, on both front and back.
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1 12 2
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3A A

Figure 4.8: Under normal circumstances, the pure-pursuit point is cen-
tered in the current lane, at a constant distance ahead of the vehicle.
Compare with Figure 4.9.

Thus, the complex operational-level task of changing lanes is captured,

at the tactical level, by a maneuver which manipulates the pure-pursuit

point. The pure-pursuit point was discussed earlier in connection with

the lane tracker (See Section 3.5.2) and defined to be the intersection

of the desired vehicle trajectory with an arc centered at the vehicle’s

rear axle. Under normal circumstances, the pure-pursuit point is cen-

tered in the current lane, at a constant distance5 ahead of the vehicle,

as shown in Figure 4.8. During lane changing, the desired lateral posi-

tion is changed linearly from the origin to the destination lane. Since

the operational-level controller automatically servos the steering angle

to bear towards the pure-pursuit point, this strategy leads to a smooth

lane change, as shown in Figure 4.9. A similar approach has been

demonstrated on the Navlab robot [48].

Thus, for lane-changing, once a suitable gap has been chosen, MonoS-

APIENT transitions into the appropriate lane changing mode. This

commands the operational-level controller to match velocities with the

5The distance to the pure-pursuit point is constant in time (e.g., 1.5 seconds ahead

of the intelligent vehicle).
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Figure 4.9: To execute the lane change, the pure-pursuit point is moved
laterally from the origin to the target lane. This causes the operational-
level controller to steer the vehicle smoothly into the next lane.

target gap6, and initiate a lane change. The operational-level control

for lane changing has been studied in depth [77, 123, 47], and is not

discussed further in this thesis.

Unlike most tactical-level reasoning systems, which assume that the

commanded lane change always succeeds, MonoSAPIENT actively mon-

itors the progress of the maneuver to determine whether the lane change

should be aborted. If the selected gap closes unexpectedly, MonoSAPI-

ENT will transition to an aborted lane change state as discussed in

Section 4.5.1.

4.7.4 Aborted Lane Changes

While rare, aborted lane changes are critical to the safety of the in-

telligent vehicle and need to be handled carefully. At this point, the

intelligent vehicle’s priority is to resume lane-tracking in any suitable

6MonoSAPIENT ensures that it is traveling at least as fast as the trailing edge of

the gap and not faster than the leading edge.
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Figure 4.10: Vehicle A initiated a lane change maneuver to pass Car B.
However, the desired gap is no longer safe. Car A must abort its lane
change.

lane. Consider the situation shown in Figure 4.10 — a possible outcome

from the scenario shown in Figure 4.6.

Here, the Car A’s passing maneuver has become unsafe due to Car D’s

unexpected velocity change. Since the target gap is no longer desirable,

Car A must abort its lane change. MonoSAPIENT checks to see that

the intelligent vehicle’s position in the original lane is still available

before instructing the operational-level controllers to shift the vehicle

back into the right lane, behind Car B. Note that it is possible to create

pathological scenarios where neither lane is safe (due to simultaneous

pinch conditions). In such cases, the intelligent vehicle has no good

option and selects the better of the two (bad) gaps.

4.8 Discussion

Although defensive driving books and current situation awareness the-

ory support MonoSAPIENT’s monolithic, rule-based architecture, I show
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that this standard approach is impractical for a realistic application

such as driving in highway traffic. While nothing prevents such a sys-

tem from making competent tactical driving decisions, the monolithic

architecture makes it difficult to develop tactical reasoning in an incre-

mental manner.

Consider the development of a rule for lane changing. The first version

of the lane changing rule used in MonoSAPIENT was:

“Change left if the vehicle ahead is moving slower than f(v)

m/s, is closer than h(v), and the target lane is clear (no other

vehicles within g(v) meters).”

where: f(v) is the desired car following velocity, h(v) is the desired car

following distance (headway), and g(v) is the required gap size for en-

tering an adjacent lane. This rule correctly handles many lane chang-

ing conditions but is unsatisfactory because the following elements are

not considered:

Exits: The intelligent vehicle does not consider the implications of ex-

its. This manifests itself as two major problems. First, the vehicle

will change lanes out of an exit lane to pass a blocker, even if this

maneuver will cause it to miss the exit. Second, the vehicle will

pass a blocker (possibly on the right) by entering an exit lane,

even if this will cause it to be forced to exit prematurely.
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Aborted Changes: The rule implicitly assumes that lane changes are

atomic (a similar criticism has been raised against [69, 64]). This

prevents the intelligent vehicle from reacting to an unexpected

change in the desired gap’s status.

Clearly, the rule can be patched to partially handle the first condition

by adding the following clause to the precondition:

“. . . and if the desired exit is further than e(x; y; v) meters”

where e(x; y; v) is a distance threshold to the exit based on current lane,

distance to exit and velocity.

Correctly handling the second complication is much more difficult. The

atomic lane-change assumption is generally coupled with an integral

lane assumption (i.e., the cognition module reasons that vehicles are

either fully in one lane or the other). Once this is extended, the con-

cept of change left must be split into initiate change left and continue

executing change left to account for lane changes that never complete.

Thus, it can be seen how MonoSAPIENT’s monolithic structure pre-

vents easy modification of the existing rules to add new functional-

ity. The following disadvantages can be identified. First, as illus-

trated above, creating realistic rules requires the designer to account

for many complex factors. Second, a small change in the desired system

behavior generally requires many non-local modifications (also noted
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in [21]). Third, the hand-coded rules perform poorly in unanticipated

situations. And finally, implementing new features requires one to con-

sider an large number of interactions with existing rules. While these

are not problematic in a toy domain, they do not scale easily towards

large applications such as the automated highway system.

In Chapters 5 and 6, I describe an alternative implementation of SAPI-

ENT, known as PolySAPIENT, which addresses these concerns. By em-

ploying a distributed intelligence, PolySAPIENT decouples the differ-

ent elements of the tactical driving task, solving each independently

and combining the final results. The new structure allows situation

awareness for tactical reasoning to be developed incrementally. Chap-

ter 7 presents performance results for MonoSAPIENT and PolySAPI-

ENT.
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Chapter 5

PolySAPIENT: Distributed

Situation Awareness

Made weak by time and fate, but strong in will,

To [drive], to seek, to find, but not to yield!

—Alfred Tennyson, Ulysses [conveniently misquoted]

As seen in Chapter 4, monolithic tactical driving modules (such as

single-layer finite state machines), suffer from serious problems when

they are scaled to complex traffic situations. The two main difficul-

ties are: rules can interact in unexpected ways, and adding new func-

tionality often requires non-local modifications to the system. Thus,

large monolithic systems often contain subtle inconsistencies and are

difficult to maintain. This motivates an alternative approach to imple-

91
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menting situation awareness.

5.1 System Overview

PolySAPIENT is a distributed implementation of situation awareness

that addresses these problems through the use of independent local

experts, each specializing in a small aspect of the tactical driving task.

Each expert, termed a reasoning object (See Section 5.2), recommends

actions for the current situation based solely on its area of specializa-

tion. These recommendations, expressed in terms of votes and vetoes,

are sent to a voting arbiter (See Section 5.5) which selects from these,

the next action to be taken by the intelligent vehicle.

The PolySAPIENT architecture is shown in Figure 5.1. The percep-

tion modules (depicted as ellipses) are connected to the intelligent ve-

hicle’s sensors, and perform functions such as lane tracking or vehi-

cle detection. Wherever possible, they correspond to existing systems

available on the Carnegie Mellon Navlab (e.g., the lane tracker is based

on ALVINN [73]). Each reasoning object (shown as a dark rectangle)

obtains information about the situation from one or two perception

modules, and independently calculates the utility of various courses

of action. This information is then sent to the voting arbiter, which in-

tegrates these recommendations and selects the appropriate response.

Finally, the tactical action is translated into steering and velocity com-
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mands and executed by the operational-level controller. Each of these

components is detailed in the remainder of this chapter.

5.2 Reasoning Objects

Conceptually, each reasoning object is associated with a single, rele-

vant, traffic entity in the intelligent vehicle’s tactical-level surround-

ings, and is responsible for assessing the impact of this entity on up-

coming tactical actions. For example, the reasoning object associated

with a vehicle ahead monitors the motion of that vehicle and deter-

mines whether to continue car following, initiate a lane change or be-

gin braking. Similarly, a reasoning object associated with an upcoming

exit is concerned with recommending the lane changes and speed re-

ductions needed to successfully maneuver the intelligent vehicle to the

off-ramp. This section discusses the decomposition of the tactical-level

environment, and details the structure of reasoning objects.

5.2.1 Decomposing the Tactical Driving Task

As seen in Figure 5.1, there is no communication between reasoning

objects — reasoning objects operate in parallel without sharing inter-

mediate results. Thus, central to the PolySAPIENT architecture is an

Assumption of Local Independence:
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Figure 5.1: PolySAPIENT consists of a collection of reasoning objects
which recommend actions based upon local considerations. Each rea-
soning object monitors a subset of the vehicle’s sensors and votes upon
a set of possible actions. Action fusion is performed by a domain-
independent, voting arbiter.
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When determining the utility of a given tactical-level ma-

neuver, each relevant traffic entity in the environment may

be treated independently.

At first glance, this statement seems overly restrictive since it prevents

reasoning objects from calculating the effects of potentially important

interactions (e.g., an exit reasoning object, when determining the util-

ity of a lane change, is unable to factor in the presence of a vehicle in

the target lane). In practice however, the voting scheme presented in

Section 5.5 correctly resolves most such interactions. The limits of the

Local Independence Assumption are explored in Section 5.8.

By mapping each relevant traffic entity in the environment to a single

reasoning object, PolySAPIENT gains a number of significant advan-

tages. First, the tactical reasoning task is partitioned in a very clear

manner, allowing designers to check at a glance whether PolySAPIENT

addresses a particular aspect of driving. For example, by observing

the collection of reasoning objects, it is clear that the current imple-

mentation cannot reason about traffic lights; verifying this hypothesis

in a monolithic system, such as MonoSAPIENT, potentially requires

the researcher to examine conditions in many scattered rules. Second,

PolySAPIENT can be modified for new environments by adding appro-

priate reasoning objects. For instance, adding traffic light reasoning to

the current implementation of MonoSAPIENT would be very difficult;

by contrast, adding similar capabilities to PolySAPIENT would require

very little beside designing an appropriate reasoning object (one that
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needed to know only about traffic lights). Third, PolySAPIENT reason-

ing objects are not forced to share a single world representation, each

reasoning object can be implemented by a different researcher, each se-

lecting algorithms and representations appropriate to the specific task.

In addition to the inputs shown in Figure 5.1, the reasoning objects

also require information about relevant strategic-level preferences. For

instance, the exit reasoning object needs to know whether to take the

upcoming exit.

Figure 5.2 shows how the reasoning objects presented in Figure 5.1

map to traffic entities in a particular scenario. Here, the intelligent ve-

hicle (A), is approaching its desired exit while following a slow blocker.

The four labels depicting the instantiated reasoning objects point to

the objects’ respective traffic entities. Note also that, where possible,

each reasoning object is also assigned to monitor a single perception

module. The vehicle on the exit ramp is too far away to be detected by

the vehicle’s sensors, and thus, it has no associated reasoning object.

In order to map PolySAPIENT’s reasoning objects onto the functions

required for tactical-level reasoning, it is instructive to comprehen-

sively list the physical entities which can affect driving in traffic:

� Road properties: geometry, legal lanes, speed limits etc.

� Nearby vehicles: sizes, positions, and velocities

� Exits: distance, exit lane, speed constraints
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Figure 5.2: PolySAPIENT reasoning objects are associated with rele-
vant physical entities in the environment. In this situation, the intelli-
gent vehicle (A) is following a slow blocker as it approaches its desired
exit.

� Self-state: current velocity, lateral position, explicit goals

Each of these entities can then be represented by one or more rea-

soning objects. Some of these reasoning objects (e.g., self-state) are

permanent, while others (e.g., the vehicle ahead) are instantiated and

destroyed in response to changing conditions or intentions. Details of

PolySAPIENT’s current reasoning object types may be found in Ap-

pendix A.

Each reasoning object tracks the associated physical entity’s relevant

attributes by monitoring relevant sensors. For example, a reasoning

object associated with a nearby vehicle normally tracks longitudinal

position and velocity, and lateral position (mapped into road coordi-

nates). The tracking has two important implications. Firstly, it allows
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the reasoning object to get a better estimate of the relevant attribute.

Secondly, the reasoning object can accumulate statistics that can help

influence decisions. For instance, based on the irregular lane-keeping

performance of a nearby vehicle (an indication of an inexperienced or

intoxicated driver), the reasoning object associated with that vehicle

could favor actions that maintain a greater distance from that vehi-

cle1. Thus, PolySAPIENT is not purely reactive; the local state asso-

ciated with each reasoning object allows PolySAPIENT to make deci-

sions based on past history which are not necessarily apparent in the

observable current state of the environment.

5.2.2 The Structure of a Reasoning Object

Externally, all reasoning objects share a similar structure — each ob-

ject accepts inputs from a subset of the intelligent vehicle’s percep-

tion modules and sends outputs to the voting arbiter as a set of votes

over the entire action space (See Section 5.5). Internally, however,

PolySAPIENT’s reasoning objects are heterogenous, maintaining local

state and using whichever representations are most applicable to the

assigned subtask. For example, the reasoning objects responsible for

exit management are rule-based but the reasoning objects monitoring

other vehicles use generalized potential fields.

1While current implementations of vehicle reasoning objects are not this sophisti-

cated, PolySAPIENT provides this framework.
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GOAL

A B

Figure 5.3: The intelligent vehicle (Car A), heading for the upcoming
exit, is blocked by a slow-moving vehicle in its lane (Car B). Each entity,
represented as an individual PolySAPIENT reasoning object, provides
independent recommendations on the utility of the available actions.
These votes are used by a knowledge-free arbiter to determine the best
course of action.

Now that the decomposition of the driving task and overall structure

of reasoning objects have been addressed, it is natural to ask, “What

exactly does a reasoning object do?”. An intuitive understanding of the

answer can be gained from anthropomorphizing PolySAPIENT’s com-

ponents and examining a possible “dialogue” occurring in the scenario

from Chapter 1, shown again in Figure 5.3. Recall that Car A, the in-

telligent vehicle, is hoping to take the upcoming right-lane exit. Car B

is a slow-moving blocker in the same lane. The intelligent vehicle must

determine whether passing Car B will lead to missing the exit. The

relevant reasoning objects are:

� Self-state Reasoning Object (permanent, associated with Car A)

� Lane-tracking Reasoning Object (monitors road geometry)

� Vehicle Reasoning Object, associated with Car B
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� Exit Reasoning Object, associated with the exit

� Knowledge-free, stateless arbiter

In this example, to simplify the description, the action space has been

restricted to five discrete actions: faccelerate, decelerate, shift-left, shift-

right, coastg.

Arbiter: Based solely upon your perceptual inputs, how would you rate

the utility of each of the intelligent vehicle’s possible next actions?

Please submit exactly one, real-valued, vote per action (positive for

approval, negative for disapproval).

Lane: No suitable lane to the right, so veto the right-shift action. Slight

disapproval of left-shift since we are already centered in a safe

lane. Zero votes on other actions.

Car B: After generating a generalized potential field around Car B, in-

volving our current closing speed and distance, I vote positively for

left-shift, right-shift and decelerate, negatively for accelerate and

mildly negatively for coast.

Exit: The distance to the upcoming exit is within a range threshold.

We are already in the correct lane, so I vote negatively for both left-

shift and right-shift. However the traffic density at the exit is not

high enough to cause me to veto those actions. Our current speed

is just within the speed restrictions imposed by the exit, so I will

vote against accelerate.
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Self-state: We are going slower than our target velocity. I strongly op-

pose decelerate, slightly oppose coast and favor accelerate. All of

the available lane choices are acceptable.

Arbiter: After computing a scaled sum of votes for each action in the

action space and eliminating vetoed actions (shift-right), the most

popular action is shift-left (answer depends on the specific numer-

ical values of the votes). Execute shift-left!

From this dialogue, it is clear that the PolySAPIENT reasoning ob-

jects are myopic in their outlook. For example, the Exit Reasoning Ob-

ject’s votes are not influenced by the presence of the blocking vehicle;

conversely, the reasoning object associated with the blocking vehicle

is oblivious to the exit. Finally, the arbiter is completely ignorant of

the driving task. Yet the combination of these local reasoning schemes

leads to a distributed awareness of the tactical-level situation. Before

discussing how a knowledge-free arbiter can combine these local views

of the tactical driving task, a closer look at actions is warranted.

5.3 Actions and Action Spaces

Tactical-level actions can be defined in a road-coordinate system — as

combinations of motion in lateral and longitudinal directions. These

two dimensions are greatly different. In the lateral dimension: 1) posi-

tions are heavily constrained by the width of the highway, and further
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by the structure imposed by lanes; 2) most vehicles remain in the same

lane for long periods of time. Thus it makes sense to discuss the “utility

of heading to a desired lateral position”. By contrast, in the longitudi-

nal dimension, since most cars travel at a high velocity, the “utility of

being at a certain position” is an ephemeral quantity, while the “utility

of moving at a certain speed” is more meaningful. These observations

motivate PolySAPIENT’s asymmetric representation of the two dimen-

sions. Lateral actions map to desired positions (lateral offsets), while

longitudinal actions map to desired velocities. Thus a null-action cor-

responds to maintaining the current lateral offset while continuing to

move at the current velocity. Translating these tactical-level actions

into operational-level commands is discussed in further detail in Sec-

tion 5.6.

The action space defines the scope of tactical-level actions — unless a

maneuver can be expressed by the action space, no reasoning object (or

combination of reasoning objects) can express an opinion (vote) on the

maneuver. While an action space could be an arbitrary set of tactical

actions, both of the action spaces discussed in this thesis are discretiza-

tions of the 2-D lateral/longitudinal space described above.

PolySAPIENT’s architecture imposes a number of constraints on the

action space. First, since the action space is the common language be-

tween reasoning objects, its semantics must be consistent over all of the

objects. For example, shift-left could mean either “Change one lane to

the left” or “Adjust current lateral position by x meters”, but its mean-
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ing should be the same for all of the reasoning objects. Second, the

action space semantics should not rely on hidden modes, unless those

modes are observable through a sensor. Thus, if the action “shift-left”

temporarily means something different during a lane change, all rea-

soning objects should be able to determine the state of this mode from

some perception module. In the absence of this condition, the arbiter

will blithely accumulate votes from two reasoning objects voting on

the same action, when in fact they “mean” completely different things.

The addition of new global modes should be avoided, since this can re-

quire changes to all existing reasoning objects. Third, the action should

map clearly to operational-level commands. Since PolySAPIENT’s ar-

biter cannot access the internals of reasoning objects, the information

needed to execute this action cannot be hidden within the local state of

a reasoning object. The following sections describe two action spaces

implemented in PolySAPIENT and compare their strengths and weak-

nesses.

5.3.1 The Myopic Action Space

The Myopic Action Space (MAS) is a mode-less 3 � 3 discretization

of the lateral/longitudinal space, centered on the current position of

the intelligent vehicle (See Table 5.1). This simple action space has

several clear benefits: 1) MAS’ semantics are unambiguous (Compare

with GAS in Section 5.3.2); 2) MAS is efficient, since reasoning objects
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accelerate/shift-left accelerate/straight accelerate/shift-right
coast/shift-left coast/straight coast/shift-right

decelerate/shift-left decelerate/straight decelerate/shift-right

Table 5.1: The Myopic Action Space (MAS) is a 3�3 discretization of the
lateral/longitudinal space. The labels are translated at the operational
level into specific numbers. Thus, “left” and “right” map to lateral po-
sitions (e.g., 0:1 of a lane) while “accelerate” and “decelerate” map to
changes in velocity (e.g., 0:1 m/s).

only have to consider nine possible actions. To alleviate the potential

problem of jerky control (due to the coarse discretization of the action

space), MAS could be extended to use a finer grid (e.g., 5�7), or the out-

put from the tactical level could be sent through a low-pass, smoothing

filter at the operational level.

5.3.2 The Global Action Space

The Global Action Space (GAS) provides a richer representation than

the MAS, at the expense of additional complexity in the arbiter. The

motivation is that MAS does not differentiate between small lateral

motions (to adjust position within a lane) and larger motions corre-

sponding to lane changes. In GAS, each lane is discretized into a num-

ber of sub-lanes, and reasoning objects are required to vote on the util-

ity of the vehicle driving in that sub-lane (See Figure 5.4). While GAS

is also vehicle-centric (only lateral positions in the neighborhood are

considered), it is not vehicle centered: the position of the origin in GAS

is always centered in the middle of the current lane. Whenever the
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A

Vehicle (not centered) Lateral Action Space (centered)

Action: Head for lane 2 center Action: Head for lane 2.33

Figure 5.4: In the Global Action Space (GAS), a rich lateral represen-
tation is provided. Each lane is discretized into a number of sub-lanes,
representing possible lateral positions for the intelligent vehicle. Rea-
soning objects are required to vote on the utility of driving in each of
the sub-lanes.

vehicle changes lanes2, GAS re-centers the coordinate frame appropri-

ately.

The advantages of this representation include: 1) the lane centers are

explicitly represented — allowing lane-trackers to vote without inter-

polation; 2) votes on semantically different actions are not combined

— thus, the vote for “Swerve Left” (to avoid an obstacle) should not be

added to “Change lanes to the left” (since driver prefers to drive in the

fast lane). Besides the obvious drawbacks of requiring more process-

ing power (since there are many more actions), the GAS scheme also

introduces a serious complication.

2When vehicles are changing lanes, GAS is centered in the old lane until the center

of the vehicle crosses the dividing line — at which point, the representation shifts to

the new lane.
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The primary difficulty with the GAS representation is that it is inher-

ently ambiguous. Consider the situation shown in Figure 5.5 where the

intelligent vehicle (Car A) in the left lane, is driving adjacent to another

vehicle (Car B). Clearly, the reasoning object responsible for monitoring

Car B will veto any attempts to change into the center lane. However,

should this reasoning object also veto actions that involve the right-

most lane? One one hand, it could be argued that the utility of moving

to the rightmost lane from the current position is bad given the cur-

rent position of Car B. On the other hand, one could claim that this is

not really the task of the vehicle reasoning object — after all, Car B is

merely obstructing the direct route to the shadowed position: depend-

ing on the intelligence of the operational-level controller, a commanded

change to the rightmost lane could be executed safely. Therefore, rea-

soning objects using GAS must follow consistent conventions regarding

the semantics of such actions. The situation is further complicated by

the fact that the different actions now take different amounts of time

(especially given the option of multi-lane changes). This introduces the

possibility that different reasoning objects may make significantly dif-

ferent assumptions about the time taken to execute an action — and

this can result in voting problems, particularly when the utility of a

given action is time-dependent (e.g., for vehicle reasoning objects).

Thus, to enjoy the benefits of GAS’s expressiveness, a PolySAPIENT

configuration must enforce stricter guidelines in the implementation

of its reasoning object components. Such an implementation could also

benefit from the reasoning object aggregates or the more sophisticated
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A

B

veto here?

Figure 5.5: The GAS action space is semantically ambiguous. Although
it is clear that the reasoning object responsible for Car B should veto
lateral positions in the middle lane, it is less clear whether the same
object should also veto positions in the rightmost lane (the areas in
Car B’s “shadow”).

arbitration scheme proposed in Section 5.9. However, the implementa-

tion of PolySAPIENT whose results are reported in Chapter 7, uses the

simpler (OAS) action space.

5.4 Action Selection

In any decentralized system, the issue of command fusion is critical.

The recommendations from different modules are often contradictory,

and these contradictions need to be resolved since the robot can only

perform a single action at any given time. Consider the scenario shown

in Figure 5.6. Here, the intelligent vehicle is driving in the center

lane when Car B, a slow-moving vehicle abruptly begins changing lanes

(possibly because Car A may have been in Car B’s blindspot). Unless

Car A reacts by braking or swerving, a collision is likely. Two modules
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A

B

Slow vehicle

Figure 5.6: The intelligent vehicle (Car A) is driving in the center lane
when a slow-moving vehicle (Car B) abruptly begins switching lanes.
In a distributed reasoning scheme, there is a conflict between lane-
tracking and obstacle-avoidance. Different command fusion schemes
address this emergency in different ways.

are relevant to this scenario: a lane-tracking module, and an obstacle-

avoidance module. In this situation, the two modules may recommend

conflicting actions (e.g., stay in this lane vs swerve). The command

arbiter must integrate these inputs into a coherent response. A number

of different command fusion methods have been developed to address

this issue.

5.4.1 Related Work in Command Fusion

In the subsumption architecture [18], all modules (known as behav-

iors) are active at all times and process the sensor data. Each be-

havior individually determines whether it is applicable to the current

situation — at which point it sends control commands to the robot.
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Conflicts between modules are resolved through a hard-wired priority

scheme (inhibition links) leading to the subsumption of one behavior

by another. Thus, arbitration is not explicitly represented as a mod-

ule. In the scenario shown in Figure 5.6, the lane-tracking module

would initially be in control, keeping the intelligent vehicle centered

in its lane. The obstacle-avoidance module, would be passively mon-

itoring the situation in its quiescent state. As Car B started chang-

ing lanes, the obstacle-avoidance module would activate (without any

centralized decision) and override the lane-tracker’s recommendations.

Due to this, the intelligent vehicle would swerve or brake (as deter-

mined by the obstacle-avoidance behavior), and hopefully the emer-

gency would be averted. At this point, the obstacle-avoidance module

would return to its quiescent state, enabling the lane-tracking behavior

to regain control. Note that during the emergency, unless the obstacle-

avoidance module is also somewhat competent at lane-tracking, the

intelligent vehicle runs the risk of running off the road. This example

highlights subsumption’s strengths (decentralized control) but also ex-

poses some of its limitations as a command fusion scheme for tactical

driving. First, the complete overriding of one behavior by another is

not suitable for a highway’s structured environment — since there is

no guarantee that the response to one emergency condition (potential

collision) will not result in a second emergency (running off the road).

Second, the architecture requires the designer to create the inhibition

links manually. While this layering of behaviors may be straightfor-

ward for an insect-robot exploring an unstructured environment, the
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strategy scales poorly for an intelligent vehicle driving in traffic. Any

time a new module is added to the system, the designer must carefully

determine its interactions with all other behaviors, and create the nec-

essary inhibition links. Since the arbitration is not localized (unlike

PolySAPIENT’s single voting arbiter), this modification process is non-

trivial.

The potential field techniques [58, 53], fuzzy control [49, 126] and schema-

based methods [6] use a different approach to command fusion: the

arbiter does not select between the outputs of different modules, but

rather combines them. In many of these approaches, commands are

represented as vectors in some control space (e.g., velocity or accelera-

tion vectors) and commands are combined by a straightforward, scaled

vector sum in this space. Thus, in the example shown in Figure 5.6, the

lane-tracking behavior would output a vector aligned with the road,

while the obstacle-avoidance module’s repulsive field would generate

a vector pointing away from Car B. The arbiter would combine the

two vectors by adding them — creating a vector that would simulta-

neously slow the intelligent vehicle and cause it to swerve to the left.

Two important advantages of such methods over subsumption are that:

1) the arbitration need not be hand-crafted — provided that all mod-

ules are able to use the vector representation, combining the outputs

is straightforward; 2) control of the robot does not abruptly move from

one module to another. Furthermore, since the command fusion does

not use any domain-specific information, adding new behaviors to such

a system is relatively easy. Unfortunately, the naive combination of
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commands using vector sums leads to some serious problems in the

tactical driving domain. First, some of these methods (notably poten-

tial field approaches) are prone to local minima [84]. For example, a

force motivating a vehicle to speed up (to finish an overtaking maneu-

ver) may balance a decelerating force due to a speed limit — causing

the intelligent vehicle to drive in the blocker’s blind spot. Second, the

semantics of vector addition do not always result in a valid solution.

This point is best illustrated by the example of a mobile robot driving

along a road which forks. Assume that one module prefers the right

fork (+1, +1) while the other prefers the left fork (+1, -1). The simple

addition of these two command choices would result in the vector (+1,

0) which corresponds to driving straight — between the two forks, and

thus off the road.

PolySAPIENT’s command fusion approach is largely motivated by the

Distributed Architecture for Mobile Navigation (DAMN) [84], an ar-

biter used successfully to integrate a variety of cognition modules in

several Navlab II [106] cross-country navigation projects. In DAMN,

different modules express preferences for vehicle actions (commonly

encoded either as raw steering curvatures, or as vehicle positions in

a local map) with positive and negative votes. For example, DAMN

can combine the outputs from a grid-based path planner [97] and a

laser rangefinder-based obstacle-avoidance module [60] to navigate the

Navlab II through an unstructured environment. The voting arbiter

approach addresses the deficiencies with the other command fusion

schemes discussed above. Furthermore, since all of the modules are
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connected directly to the arbiter, the modules are independent. Thus,

the voting arbiter encourages incremental development of reasoning

modules. The main differences between DAMN and PolySAPIENT’s

arbiter are:

� PolySAPIENT relies on vetoes to allow one reasoning object to

override positive votes for actions by a group of (less knowledge-

able) objects.

� In DAMN, votes are generated by behaviors, which are abstract

modules associated with driving. In PolySAPIENT, votes are gen-

erated by reasoning objects — which are always connected with a

physical entity in the environment.

� DAMN is optimized to operate in a stationary environment (one

without other moving objects). This allows DAMN to reason about

the relative utilities of different vehicle positions, since these util-

ities are presumably constant over time. In tactical driving, this

is obviously not possible.

The following sections explore the details of PolySAPIENT’s command

fusion arbiter.
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5.5 Knowledge-Free Arbitration

The simplest voting strategy is for each reasoning object to select the

action which it believes best suits the current situation. Given a large

number of reasoning objects and a small number of possible actions, it

is possible to create a knowledge-free arbitration scheme that would se-

lect the most popular action for execution. Unfortunately, this straight-

forward scheme has the drawback that reasoning modules are restricted

to choosing only one favorite action. Neither does this scheme allow

reasoning objects to express the strength with which they favor a spe-

cific candidate action.

Thus, most voting arbiters extend the idea in two ways. First, each

module is required to provide a vote (either supporting or opposing)

for every candidate action. Second, the magnitude of each vote reflects

the strength with which the module favors the given action. The total

number of votes available to a module is generally unrestricted — al-

lowing a module to support multiple candidate actions, if desired. The

incoming votes from different modules can also be scaled (to give pref-

erence to important modules). As observed above, the PolySAPIENT

arbiter accepts vetoes in addition to votes. Thus, the vehicle reasoning

object responsible for monitoring the car ahead can prevent the accel-

erate action even if other reasoning objects are in favor of the action.

Consider the scenario shown in Figure 5.2. The votes generated by

the various reasoning objects in that situation is shown in Figure 5.7.
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In this example, the reasoning object associated with monitoring the

blocker strongly votes against speeding up in the current lane (since

this would create an unsafe headway) while also voting against staying

in the current (tailgating) position. The exit reasoning object, recogniz-

ing that the desired exit is approaching, votes for right lane changes

while opposing left lane changes. And the desired velocity object, obliv-

ious to the blocker ahead, votes to speed up. The votes submitted by

a reasoning object for each action are scaled by weights corresponding

to the importance of that object before being added together. Thus, the

negative votes for speeding up are amplified because of the vehicle rea-

soning object’s importance, while the positive votes for speeding up are

diminished. Once all the votes associated with each action have been

tallied, the action with the highest accumulated vote is selected.

Decentralized vote-based reasoning introduces several complications

which must be considered. First, the semantics of a vote need to be

consistent across all reasoning objects. Second, the amount of domain-

specific knowledge to be included in the arbiter must be determined:

too much domain knowledge in the arbiter resurrects the problems of a

monolithic system (See Chapter 4) but too little leads to a lack of consis-

tency. Third, the synchronization issue must be addressed: if various

reasoning objects are operating asynchronously, how can one guaran-

tee that all of the votes were generated for the same world state? Fi-

nally, the problem of silent reasoning objects must be handled: can one

safely ignore a reasoning object in any given time-step? PolySAPIENT

assumes: 1) that perception modules are responsible for guarantee-
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Figure 5.7: The PolySAPIENT arbiter selects an action by combining
votes from various reasoning objects. The weight associated with each
reasoning object is used to scale the votes, and the weighted votes for
each action are added. The action with the highest accumulated vote
is selected for execution.
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ing consistency in the observed world state across reasoning objects; 2)

that all reasoning objects will respond within the alloted time.

5.6 Action Execution

As discussed above, tactical-level maneuvers are expressed in a lat-

eral/longitudinal action space (local road coordinates). Thus, they must

be translated to the vehicle-centric representation used by operational-

level controllers. This section describes how the current implemen-

tation of PolySAPIENT converts its actions into a Navlab-compatible

form (desired steering curvature and velocity).

5.6.1 Lateral Control

The operational-level road-following in a Navlab vehicle is typically

performed by a lane-tracker such as ALVINN [73] or RALPH [74]. Both

of these vision-based systems rely on a low-latency loop to maintain

the vehicle’s desired lateral position. Feeding each curvature command

through the tactical-level processing is impractical since any delays in

reasoning would jeopardize basic vehicle safety.

PolySAPIENT’s paradigm for lateral control is to manipulate the ac-

tive lane-tracking system’s steering behavior. Although the neural-net
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based ALVINN system cannot accept direct requests for a lateral po-

sition, its implicit pure-pursuit steering model [114] provides a conve-

nient interface for this purpose. By laterally moving the pure-pursuit

point in the desired direction over time, the vehicle can be instructed to

change lanes. RALPH uses a template-based approach with an explicit

model of road geometry. In this case, PolySAPIENT’s lateral prefer-

ences can be explicitly stated. The current (simulated) implementation

in SHIVA uses a pure-pursuit manipulation interface.

5.6.2 Longitudinal Control

Speed control for intelligent vehicles is a non-trivial operational-level

problem. Currently, the interface to the Navlab vehicles does not allow

direct control over the vehicle’s throttle and brake. These functions

are abstracted through a desired velocity value. Given a speed, the

Navlab’s operational-level controller will attempt to smoothly control

the vehicle to attain the desired value in an unspecified (but hope-

fully short) period of time. This controller motivates the model cur-

rently used for longitudinal control in PolySAPIENT. PolySAPIENT’s

tactical-level actions are mapped into desired velocities, and processed

to ensure that they lie within the acceleration constraints of the intel-

ligent vehicle.
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5.7 Reasoning Object Complications

Since PolySAPIENT is a distributed system, consisting of a number

of independent components, driving performance may suffer not only

from either inadequate reasoning objects, but also from undesirable

interactions between otherwise correct reasoning objects. Some, such

as inconsistent vote semantics, or action space ambiguities, were dis-

cussed in Section 5.3. Others are described below, in the context of the

following case study:

Symptom: PolySAPIENT vehicles weaved within lanes, exhibiting a

fish-tailing behavior. These oscillations occurred most frequently

during low-traffic conditions, and while these lateral oscillations

did not seem to cause accidents, they did result in a bizarre driv-

ing style (See Figure 5.8).

Diagnosis: Examination of the individual reasoning objects, using the

diagnostic tools in SHIVA, showed that they were all operating

correctly. Due to the low-traffic conditions, most of the reasoning

objects were passively monitoring the situation and making no

recommendations (zero votes over the action space). The action

selection arbiter would thus select actions based upon very little

input, with the chosen action winning only by a small margin.

This was not, in itself, a problem since a number of actions were

equally good in the situation. Unfortunately, given the stateless

nature of the arbiter, it was unlikely that the same action would
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A

Figure 5.8: Initial implementations of PolySAPIENT vehicles dis-
played unexpected weaving behavior, as depicted in the diagram above.
Architectures with stateless action selection schemes are sensitive to
noise in the incoming votes. See the text for solutions to this problem.

be chosen during consecutive time-steps, due to small fluctuations

in the voting space. This led the intelligent vehicle to wander

aimlessly within its lane.

The lack of consistency in action selection, when combined with

controller latency, is very dangerous. Consider the situation shown

in Figure 5.9. Here, the intelligent vehicle (A), can swerve to

avoid the blocker on either the left or right side. In the absence

of other traffic, both actions seem equally good (assuming no in-

trinsic bias to overtake on the left). Assume that the arbiter opts

to initially change-left. There is a delay before this action results

in a perceivable change in lateral position (since the command

is executed as a change in the operational-level lane-tracker’s

pure-pursuit point). Thus, in the next time-step, it is quite pos-

sible (due to noise), that the stateless arbiter may opt to change-

right. The arbiter is unaware that this effectively cancels its de-

cision to overtake on the left from the previous time-step. Rather

than smoothly overtaking on either the left or the right side, this

dithering prevents the intelligent vehicle from passing. In the

worst case, Car A may be unable to decelerate in time, causing a
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A

Stopped car

Figure 5.9: The combination of controller latency and inconsistent ac-
tion selection can cause a collision in this scenario. Since lateral actions
affect the lane-tracker’s pure-pursuit point, there is a delay before the
effects are noted by a change in the vehicle’s actual lateral position.
During this interval, the votes for change-left and change-right are both
equally good. Unless the arbiter consistently recommends the same ac-
tion, the vehicle will not successfully change lanes in time.

collision.

This problem cannot be addressed at the reasoning object level

since the individual reasoning objects are not aware of the out-

come of the previous time-step’s voting. The solutions below ex-

amine how consistency was incorporated into PolySAPIENT with-

out sacrificing the independence of the reasoning object paradigm.

Solutions: One solution to this problem is to introduce hysteresis into

the system. Conceptually, the output from the previous time-

step’s action selection should influence the current time-step’s vot-

ing. This can be done either through an additional reasoning ob-

ject which votes for the previously executed action, or by modify-

ing the arbiter to internally bias the voting in this manner. The
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latter approach is used in the current implementation of PolySAPI-

ENT.

Two methods of adding hysteresis were investigated. The first

used the output vote matrix from the previous iteration, decayed

by a constant:

Ot = kOt�1 + Vt (5.1)

where, Ot is the output vote matrix at time-step t, k is the decay

constant, and Vt is the incoming vote matrix (from the reasoning

objects). This creates a leaky integrator for each action’s votes,

and favors actions that have been receiving positive votes in re-

cent history.

The second method only used the winning vote from the previous

iteration:
Ot(a) = kOt�1(a) + Vt(a) if a = �t�1

Ot(a) = Vt(a) otherwise
(5.2)

where, Ot(a) is the output vote corresponding to action a at time

t, Vt(a) is the incoming vote corresponding to action a at time t, k

is the weight decay constant, and �t is the winning action at time

t. This method favors the “incumbent action” (the action that is

currently being executed by the vehicle) without rewarding any of

the other candidates.

Experiments showed that the second method was more effective

in curbing arbiter inconsistency. This is because the second ap-

proach clearly favors consistency by amplifying the gap between

the best and next-best actions, ensuring that small fluctuations
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in the votes do not cause the arbiter to vacillate between the top

actions.

Discussion: The problem of action selection is vital to any distributed

system, and the price for the convenience of a knowledge-free ar-

biter is that the system can behave poorly even with well-designed

components. The problem of arbiter vacillation is not limited to

tactical driving. Fortunately, the solution outlined above is gen-

eral, and may easily be used in other domains.

Hysteresis is not a panacea for the problems of distributed system ar-

bitration: it can introduce other undesirable behaviors. One potential

problem is that the arbiter’s response becomes more sluggish since old

actions continue to influence the robot’s current behavior even after

the situation has changed. This can manifest itself as overshooting the

desired goal. For example, in the MAS representation, the action of

centering the vehicle in its lane is not explicitly represented: rather,

the lane reasoning object votes for incremental right and left lateral

adjustments (all measured relative to the vehicle’s current position).

Here, badly tuned hysteresis parameters can prevent the vehicle from

locking onto the lane center since the adjustment action will come too

late. Note that these problems would not be present in a richer repre-

sentation such as GAS3.

3However, as seen earlier, richer representations introduce new complications.
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5.8 Independence Assumption Violations

Since the PolySAPIENT architecture is based on the assumption of lo-

cal independence (See Section 5.2.1), it is natural to explore the condi-

tions under which this assumption fails — and what impact this has

on PolySAPIENT’s behavior.

The best example of such a complication comes from outside the high-

way domain: negotiating a “Right turn on Red” at a city intersec-

tion [51] (See Figure 5.10). Here, the intelligent vehicle, Car A, is

monitoring traffic on the cross street before turning right. The rele-

vant instantiated reasoning objects are: 1) a vehicle reasoning object

monitoring Car B; 2) a reasoning object watching the state of the light4;

3) lane-tracking objects for the lanes of interest. This example also

obviously assumes that the action “turn right at the intersection” is

representable in the action space.

In this situation, Car A’s decision should be based on both the state

of the light at the intersection, and on the presence of traffic on the

intersecting road; more precisely, it should depend on the relation be-

tween two physical entities in the environment — something that is

not currently represented explicitly. The best solution given the cur-

rent architecture is as follows. First, the vehicle comes to a complete

stop based solely on the state of the traffic light. Second, it makes the

4This type of reasoning object has not been implemented since traffic lights are

not present in the highway domain.
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A

B

Has a green light

Wants to turn
right on red.

Figure 5.10: Situation showing a possible violation of the independence
assumption: in this city-street scenario, Car A wants to make a right
turn on red. See text for details.
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decision to turn right based solely on Car B’s reasoning object’s rec-

ommendations. This is possible since the state of the light no longer

constrains the vehicle once it has come to a complete stop. Conversely,

the option of turning right is not considered before vehicle has stopped

at the intersection. Capturing the relationship between the two enti-

ties requires extensions to the architecture, as discussed in the next

section.

5.9 Extending the PolySAPIENT Paradigm

As mentioned above, the current architecture used by PolySAPIENT is

unable to explicitly model relations between two physical entities in a

clean manner. One easy solution is just to create a new reasoning object

type for the relation, and have its votes influence the available actions.

While this may be feasible in certain situations, such an approach has

the potential of causing an explosion of new reasoning objects, with un-

clear interactions. Another approach is to create hierarchies of reason-

ing objects, known as aggregates. A reasoning object aggregate would

be instantiated by perception modules, in much the same way that in-

dividual reasoning objects are instantiated on demand. The reasoning

object aggregate would then accept inputs from its component reason-

ing objects performing an internal form of action selection (potentially

using a different, internal, action space). The results of this arbitration

would then be passed to the external arbiter, as if the reasoning object
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aggregate were a single reasoning object.

A second place for possible work in PolySAPIENT is a more sophisti-

cated arbitration mechanism. The current arbiter is both knowledge-

free and stateless5. With a richer action space, such as GAS (See Sec-

tion 5.3.2, it may be desirable to incorporate some amount of planning

to the arbiter. Now, the action space would be interpreted as a set

of short-term goals to be achieved by a sequence of operational-level

commands. This thesis does not further explore the potential of these

extensions.

5.10 Discussion

Although PolySAPIENT’s independence assumption may seem to cre-

ate a very disconnected implementation of situation awareness, this

methodology is nevertheless quite consistent with the SA literature.

For instance, in Endsley’s model, the cognitive processing involved in

SA is divided into three levels [25, 26]. At the information level, the

agent detects the target cue or object in the environment. This corre-

sponds to PolySAPIENT’s perceptual processing where reasoning ob-

jects are instantiated in response to observed traffic entities. At the

interpretation level, this information is “processed and integrated into

an assessment of the situation”. In PolySAPIENT, the “processing” is

5Some notion of state is provided by the hysteresis reasoning object.
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performed by individual reasoning objects while “integration” occurs in

the voting arbiter. At the prediction level, the agent projects how the

objects in the environment will behave in the near future. In PolySAPI-

ENT, the prediction of an entity’s future interactions is performed lo-

cally by its appropriate reasoning object. Thus, while no central ele-

ment in PolySAPIENT is aware of the complete traffic scenario, one

can consider the collection of currently instantiated reasoning objects

as possessing the distributed equivalent of Endsley’s situation aware-

ness.

The reasoning object paradigm is well suited for addressing a complex

task such as driving in traffic. By associating each reasoning object

with a physical entity in the environment, PolySAPIENT avoids creat-

ing a large group of interacting behaviors, building a fairly small set of

largely independent modules. If the set of modules does not adequately

span the problem space (e.g., if there is no reasoning object dealing with

exits), then clearly PolySAPIENT will not perform well when such an

entity occurs in the environment — since that entity will effectively

be invisible. Worse, if two reasoning objects are incorrectly bound to

the same entity, and the two are not in complete agreement, PolySAPI-

ENT will develop a split personality. To avoid these problems, most

PolySAPIENT configurations maintain a one-to-one mapping between

visible entities and objects.

Since developers are free to implement different reasoning objects in

different ways, it is likely that each type of reasoning object’s behavior
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will be somehow dependent on a number of internal magic numbers, or

parameters. These parameters correspond to thresholds in a decision

tree, weights in a neural network, or gains in a classical controller. Fur-

thermore, as discussed in Section 5.5, the votes coming from different

reasoning objects are scaled by different amounts. Unfortunately, this

flexibility means that PolySAPIENT’s behavior potentially depends on

a large number of parameters. Manual tuning of these parameters can

be a tedious and error-prone task since parameters can lie dormant in

an infrequently used reasoning object – manifesting themselves as un-

desirable behavior only in rare situations. The next chapter describes

an automated solution to this problem: learning.



Chapter 6

Learning Situation

Awareness

By three methods we may learn wisdom: First, by reflection,

which is noblest; Second, by imitation, which is easiest; and

third by experience, which is the bitterest.

—Confucius

The fact that humans learn to drive, and improve with experience

suggests that an intelligent vehicle could acquire situation awareness

through repeated exposure to traffic situations. Although machine

learning has been successfully applied to operational level tasks, such

as lane-tracking [73, 74] and trailer-truck docking [119], very few sys-

tems have applied learning to tactical-level driving.

129
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6.1 Applying Learning to Tactical Driving

Learning strategies can be broadly classified into two types: supervised

and unsupervised. In the former, the system relies on a teaching sig-

nal provided by an external source. Examples include backprop neural

networks [93, 119] which are given input and output mappings for the

examples in a training set, and genetic algorithms [39] which are given

feedback through a user-supplied evaluation function. By contrast, un-

supervised techniques discover inherent patterns in data without out-

side help. In this chapter, I describe how learning can be used to im-

prove the performance of an existing tactical driving system without

learning the task from scratch. I also show how the same techniques

can be used to identify bad configurations of reasoning agents.

6.2 PBIL: Evolving Intelligent Driving

Population-Based Incremental Learning (PBIL) is an evolutionary al-

gorithm related to both competitive learning and genetic algorithms [14].

The object of the algorithm is to create a real-valued probability vector

which, when sampled, reveals high quality candidate solutions with

a high probability. Like a GA, PBIL optimizes a black-box evaluation

function by iteratively sampling the function at a number of points in

parallel. Unlike a GA, however, PBIL does not maintain a persistent

population of candidates — at the start of each new generation, the old
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population is entirely discarded and a new population is created from

the statistics of previous high-scoring candidates (represented in the

probability vector). At the end of each generation, the evaluation re-

ceived by the best candidate in that generation is used to update the

probability vector in such a way that, over time, the vector generates

better candidate solutions. The remainder of this chapter, focuses on

the details of the PBIL algorithm, and how it is used in PolySAPI-

ENT to learn situation awareness (through simultaneous, distributed

parameter optimization).

6.2.1 Internal Representation

A prerequisite to any discussion of a learning technique is a look at

the method’s problem encoding. In PBIL, candidate solutions are rep-

resented as bit-strings of constant length. Since the domain-specific

semantics of the bit-string are ignored by the PBIL algorithm, users

may select any encoding which maps points in the search space to a

sequence of ’0’s and ’1’s. In many problems involving continuous do-

mains, this involves a quantization of the problem space into discrete

regions at an appropriate resolution. Section 6.3.2 presents the encod-

ing scheme used in PolySAPIENT; the current section illustrates the

operation of the PBIL algorithm on abstract bit-strings and assumes

that a suitable mapping from the problem space to this internal repre-

sentation is available.
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6.2.2 The Probability Vector

As mentioned above, candidate strings in PBIL are generated from

a probability vector which encodes the statistics of high-scoring bit-

strings from previous generations.

In each generation, the l-bit candidate strings are created by sampling

the l-length real-valued vector of the form:

P = (p1; p2; : : : ; pi; : : : ; pn�1; pn) (6.1)

where every pi (a number between 0 and 1), is the probability that a

candidate solution generated from the vector P will contain a ’1’ in its

i-th place. For example, the vector

P = (0:5; 0:5; 0:5; 0:5) (6.2)

will produce four-bit strings with an equal probability of a ’0’ or a ’1’ in

each position. By contrast, the four-bit strings produced by the vector

P = (0:99; 0:99; 0:99; 0:01) (6.3)

are likely to contain to contain a ’1’ in each of the first three positions

and a ’0’ in the final position. Since each sampling of the probabil-

ity vector generates one candidate string, n independent samples are

needed to fill a generation with population size of n. The probabil-

ity vector is initialized to (0:5; : : : ; 0:5) at the start of the first genera-

tion — resulting in a uniform distribution of initial candidate strings.

Over time, the incremental updates of the probability vector result in
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a skewed distribution (like the one in Equation 6.3) which is likely to

produce candidate strings that score highly on the evaluation function.

6.2.3 The Algorithm

The important steps in the PBIL algorithm can be summarized as fol-

lows:

� A population of candidate solutions is generated from the proba-

bility vector (as a set of bit-strings).

� Each candidate is evaluated by the black-box function. This rep-

resents the external feedback from the problem domain.

� The probability vector is slightly perturbed in the direction of the

best candidate. Thus, if the candidate solution had a ’1’ in its

i-th place, the element pi in the probability vector is increased

slightly; and conversely, if the best candidate had a ’0’ in the i-th

place, pi is decreased slightly (since pi is a probability, it is always

constrained to remain between 0 and 1).

� All of the candidate solutions are destroyed, and the algorithm

returns to the first step with the updated probability vector. This

iterative procedure is repeated until the researcher is satisfied

with the performance of the candidate solutions.
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****** Initialize Probability Vector ******
for i := 1 to LENGTH do P[i] = 0.5;

while (NOT termination condition)
        ****** Generate Samples ******
        for i := 1 to SAMPLES do
                sample_vectors[i] := generate_sample_vector_according_to_probabilities(P);
                evaluations[i] := Evaluate_Solution( sample_vectors[i]; );
        best_vector := find_vector_with_best_evaluation( sample_vectors, evaluations );

        ****** Update Probability Vector towards best solution ******
        for i := 1 to LENGTH do
                P[i] := P[i] * (1.0 − LR) + best_vector[i] * (LR);

        ****** Mutate Probability Vector ******
        for i := 1 to LENGTH do
                if (random (0,1) < MUT_PROBABILITY) then
                        if (random (0,1) > 0.5) then mutate_direction := 1;
                        else mutate_direction := 0;
                        P[i] := P[i] * (1.0 − MUT_SHIFT) + mutate_direction * (MUT_SHIFT);

USER DEFINED CONSTANTS (Values Used in this Study):
SAMPLES: the number of vectors generated before update of the probability vector (100)
LR: the learning rate, how fast to exploit the search performed (0.1).
LENGTH: the number of bits in a generated vector (3 * 20)
MUT_PROBABILITY: the probability of a mutation occuring in each position (0.02).
MUT_SHIFT: the amount a mutation alters the value in the bit position (0.05).

Figure 6.1: The basic PBIL algorithm.

The full algorithm is given in Figure 6.1. PBIL, as described here is

characterized by two parameters: population size, and learning rate.

The former refers to the number of candidates generated from the prob-

ability vector in each generation, and the latter determines how far the

probability vector is perturbed in each generation. Intuitively, one can

see that a larger population size results in a better exploration of the

search space (at the expense of speed) and that a larger learning rate

can lead to faster convergence (at the risk of overshooting). Note that

at any point in the algorithm, the probability vector can be viewed as a

prototype vector for generating solution vectors which return high eval-

uations given the available (current) knowledge of the search space.

Over successive generations, as different candidates explore the prob-
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lem space, this knowledge grows and the probability vector becomes

increasingly accurate at representing the important characteristics of

good solutions for the given domain.

The basic PBIL algorithm can be enhanced in a number of ways to

improve its performance in specific domains. The two extensions used

in PolySAPIENT are elitist selection and mutation:

elitist selection: Since the population is stochastically recreated in

each generation, the basic PBIL algorithm cannot guarantee that

the best candidate from the previous generation (used to perturb

the probability vector) will reappear in the current generation.

This problem, exacerbated in implementations using small pop-

ulation sizes, causes PBIL to unnecessarily explore unproductive

areas of the search space. Elitist selection refers to the explicit

preservation of the best bit-string from one generation to the next.

mutation: As PBIL learns, the probability vector becomes skewed and

the population starts to stagnate — with the same bit-string ap-

pearing multiple times. While this redundancy is beneficial in

stochastic domains (where the same bit-string may return differ-

ent evaluations), the lack of diversity inhibits exploration of the

search space. Mutation refers to the small chance that a partic-

ular member of the population will experience a bit-flip at a ran-

dom position. While most mutated strings will perform poorly, it

is hoped that a fortuitous mutation may result in improved per-
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formance.

Both of these extensions have also been used successfully in conjunc-

tion with other learning techniques such as genetic algorithms. A dis-

cussion on the similarities and differences between PBIL and genetic

algorithms, as well as an empirical comparison of performance on a

suite of standard problems may be found in [12].

6.3 Applying PBIL to PolySAPIENT

PBIL’s domain-independent qualities have enabled researchers to ap-

ply it to a variety of optimization problems including figure layout [11],

registration in medical robotics [13] and neural network weight train-

ing [10]. Unlike many supervised learning methods, evolutionary algo-

rithms like PBIL do not need explicit models (or examples) of correct

behavior (i.e., competent tactical driving) since good solutions are au-

tomatically discovered through unguided, stochastic exploration. Fur-

thermore, since PBIL treats the system as a black-box, incorporating

PBIL into an existing system does not require major changes to the sys-

tem’s architecture. These reasons motivated the decision to use PBIL

for parameter optimization in PolySAPIENT.

The tactical-driving domain challenges PBIL in a number of ways. First,

the environment does not give immediate feedback to tactical-level ac-
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tions (delayed rewards and penalties). Second, since a vehicle’s deci-

sions depend on the behavior of other vehicles which are not under its

control, the same bit-string can receive different evaluations under dif-

ferent conditions. Third, the PBIL algorithm is never exposed to all

possible traffic situations (thus making it impossible to estimate the

“true” performance of a PBIL string). Finally, since each evaluation

takes a considerable time to simulate, the PBIL algorithm must find

good parameter values within a reasonably small number of evalua-

tions. The solutions to these challenges are described in the following

sections.

6.3.1 The Evaluation Function

One of the main attractions of using machine learning to solve difficult

problems is that it is often easier to recognize good solutions than it is to

manually develop an algorithm to address the task. In some domains,

immediate feedback on the worth of an action is available. This is espe-

cially true if the system is receiving instruction from a human teacher.

For example, in ALVINN [73], the difference between the lane-tracker’s

steering direction and the human driver’s steering command is used to

generate an error vector. By contrast, in the experiments described

here, the absence of an instructor prevents the simulator from assign-

ing an evaluation to individual tactical-level actions. However, the ac-
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cumulated effects of actions, such as missed exits, near-collisions1, and

erratic lane-keeping are observable — and can be used to evaluate a

given choice of parameters.

The following evaluation function combines these observable elements

into a weighted sum to quantify the performance of a PolySAPIENT-

driven vehicle:

E = �10000� � 1000�� 500� � 0:02�� 0:02�+ � (6.4)

where:

� E is the evaluation score quantifying the performance of the vehi-

cle.

� � is a flag: zero under normal circumstances, and one if the arbiter

ever receives a veto for all actions. This factor penalizes cognition

modules which “freeze up” in difficult situations.

� � is the number of near-collisions involving the vehicle.

� � is a flag: zero under normal circumstances, and one if the vehi-

cle exited prematurely, or otherwise missed its designated exit.

� � is the difference between the desired and actual velocities, in-

tegrated over the scenario run. It represents whether the vehicle

was able to maintain the target velocity.

1A near-collision is defined to occur when the distance separating two vehicles is

smaller than a certain threshold: e.g., 0.5m laterally and 2.0m longitudinally.
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� � is the vehicle’s lane deviation2, integrated over the scenario.

This serves to penalize bad lane-keeping.

� � is the distance traveled by the vehicle in the scenario. This in-

cremental reward for partial completion of scenarios helps learn-

ing. � will not increase once the vehicle misses its designated exit.

Some subtleties in the evaluation function are worth noting. First is

the incremental reward term, �: the absence of which greatly hinders

learning, as seen in the following example. Consider a candidate string

which is almost optimal, deficient only in a critical parameter related

to the exit reasoning object. When simulated, a vehicle with this can-

didate string may successfully negotiate traffic all the way to its de-

sired exit — and then ignore the exit. Without the incremental reward

term, such a vehicle would get an evaluation no better than a (very

poor) vehicle which mistakenly took the first available exit. For PBIL

to learn that these two candidate strings are qualitatively very differ-

ent, despite their similar evaluations, is a challenging (and unneces-

sary) task. Incremental rewards allow the researcher to favor traits

that are positively correlated with the task to be learned. For example,

the distance covered by a vehicle is a measure of the vehicle’s ability to

negotiate traffic and avoid taking the wrong exit — certainly a trait to

be encouraged. Second, the accumulated penalties for speed and lane

deviation are divided by the distance traveled. Without this normaliza-

tion, vehicles that did not travel very far (i.e. took an early exit) would

2Lane deviation is defined as the distance to the closest lane center.
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be implicitly rewarded for accumulating less of a deviation. Finally,

the evaluation function is noisy from PBIL’s viewpoint since a given

bit-string, which maps onto a set of PolySAPIENT parameters, can re-

ceive markedly different evaluations from different simulations. For

example, in one case, congestion at the desired exit could prevent the

learning vehicle from exiting; in another case, smoothly flowing traffic

could allow the same bit-string to receive a very high score. To mini-

mize the impact of these fluctuations, each bit-string is evaluated mul-

tiple times, and the individual evaluations averaged to create the final

score. This robustness is gained at the cost of a corresponding increase

in training time [40]. The coefficients in the evaluation function (Equa-

tion 6.4) were determined manually. However, as shown in 7.2.1, the

training algorithm is robust to changes in these coefficients: changing

the evaluation function within generous limits still produces qualita-

tively similar driving modules.

6.3.2 Parameter Encoding

As described in Section 6.2.1, PBIL requires that candidate solutions be

represented as bit-strings. Since PolySAPIENT parameters are real-

valued, an appropriate quantization scheme is needed. Furthermore,

the tradeoff between accuracy (which increases with bit-string length)

and learning speed (which decreases with bit-string length) suggests

that each parameter be encoded in as few bits as possible. As de-
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Bit Value Internal Parameter Base External Parameter Value
000 0 1
001 1 2
010 2 4
011 3 8
100 4 16
101 5 32
110 6 64
111 7 128

Table 6.1: Three bits are used to encode each parameter. For internal
parameters, a linear coding was used; for external parameters, an ex-
ponential coding was used. The internal parameter base is then scaled
to cover the range appropriate for each parameter.

scribed in Chapter 5, there are two types of parameters in PolySAPI-

ENT: those internal to reasoning objects (thresholds or gains which

affect the behavior of their algorithms) and those external to reason-

ing objects (weights which scale the objects’ action votes). In the ex-

periments described in this chapter, each parameter was discretized

into eight values (represented by a three bit-string). Internal parame-

ters, whose values are expected to remain within a certain small range,

were linearly mapped into three bits; by contrast, external parameters,

whose values could range widely, were converted to a bit-string using

an exponential representation. The latter provides finer resolution at

the low values of the parameter in a small number of bits. The encoding

scheme is summarized in Table 6.1. The three bits corresponding to

each parameter are concatenated (in a predetermined order) to create

the bit-string corresponding to a particular PolySAPIENT configura-
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car following
   (external)
  = 2   = 64

exit weight
 (external)
= 2   = 16

              60 bits
(20 parameters * 3 bits)

{ {
desire to exit
  (internal)
      = 2

{ {

21car following
   (internal)
        = 5

011 . . . 010100101110 . . . 101

4 6

Figure 6.2: The three-bit encoding scheme used to represent parame-
ters: internal parameters are linearly scaled while external ones are
exponentially scaled.

tion. This is illustrated in Figure 6.2. For the experiments described in

this chapter, a group of twenty PolySAPIENT parameters, both inter-

nal and external, were chosen (for a string length of 60 bits).

6.3.3 Training Scenarios

As mentioned in Section 6.3.1, the absence of immediate feedback due

to the lack of a teacher requires that the evaluation of candidate strings

be dependent on the accumulated results of individual tactical actions.

Thus, each candidate string is evaluated over the lifetime of a simu-

lated vehicle in a training scenario in the following manner.

The PBIL algorithm generates a candidate parameter string (by sam-

pling the probability vector) which maps to a set of reasoning object

parameters for the PolySAPIENT cognition module. A SHIVA factory
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creates a learning vehicle with these parameters and injects it into the

simulated environment at a suitable entry point. The learning vehicle

has the following strategic-level goals:

� Leave the highway at a particular exit.

� Attempt to drive at a desired velocity, vd.

� Avoid collisions (and near-collisions) with other vehicles.

The simulation ends when any of the following events is encountered:

the learning vehicle takes an exit (hopefully the correct one); the learn-

ing vehicle is involved in ten or more near-collision incidents; the sce-

nario times out; the learning vehicle is stationary for long periods of

time (speeds training time by eliminating vehicles which sit still for

the entire scenario). At this point, SHIVA computes an evaluation for

the learning vehicle based upon its accumulated statistics. SHIVA then

repeats the simulation for the same learning vehicle in other scenarios

and averages the individual evaluations. The overall evaluation for the

vehicle is then used by the PBIL algorithm to update its probability

vector.

The procedure outlined above does not discuss a number of complica-

tions required in the implementation. The first issue relates to the

behavior of other vehicles during the scenario — essentially a boot-

strapping problem. Without a set of good parameters, it is difficult to
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generate realistic ambient traffic. Without reasonable traffic provid-

ing a suitable training environment, it is impossible for PBIL to learn

good parameters (especially those parameters which relate to reason-

ing about other vehicles). To escape this circular dilemma, the ambi-

ent traffic in each scenario was not controlled by PolySAPIENT; rather

these vehicles were driven by the rule-based controllers described in

Chapter 4. Some repercussions of this choice are discussed in Sec-

tion 6.4. The second issue is that multiple scenarios were needed to

expose each learning vehicle to the interesting (and difficult) aspects of

driving in traffic. The scenarios explored different values for some of

these factors:

� Ambient traffic density

� Number of stopped vehicles on the road (to force lane changing)

� Velocity distribution of ambient traffic

Naturally, additional training scenarios increase training time, partic-

ularly when candidate strings are evaluated multiple times on each

scenario to compensate for the stochastic nature of the environment

(see Section 6.3.1). In the experiments described below, each candi-

date vehicle was simulated four times per scenario, over four different

scenarios (where each scenario involved driving the vehicle over ap-

proximately two laps of the training track described below).

The testbed for the learning vehicles was SHIVA’s cyclotron test-track
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(see Figure 7.5). The track consists of a multi-lane loop, with a single-

lane on-ramp (at the bottom of the figure) and an exit (located at the top

of the figure). Two factories are located at the on-ramp: one for rule-

based vehicles, and the second for learning vehicles. Vehicles taking

the exit, or vehicles which are involved in ten or more near-collisions

were removed from the testbed.

Despite the track’s odd geometry, the cyclotron has a number of ad-

vantages as a testbed for training and evaluating vehicles in simu-

lation. First, it is topologically identical to an infinite highway with

equally spaced exits and on-ramps. By equipping simulated vehicles

with smart exit-finding sensors, it is possible to transform the strategic-

level goal of “Take the n-th exit” to the equivalent goal of “Drive n � 1

laps and take the next exit”. Unlike the infinite highway, the cyclotron

can be displayed in its entirety on the workstation screen, enabling re-

searchers to observe the behavior of all of the vehicles at once. Most im-

portantly, the cyclotron’s topology allows one to create challenging traf-

fic entry/exit interactions with only a small number of vehicles (since

the vehicles are recycled from one situation to the next).

Each training scenario was initialized with eight rule-based vehicles,

placed in the multi-lane loop, and one learning vehicle entering from

the on-ramp. The rule-based vehicle factory ensured that the ambient

traffic level was maintained, while the learning vehicle factory pro-

duced learning vehicles (one at a time) with the candidate strings gen-

erated by PBIL. Figure 6.3 shows a learning vehicle that has threaded
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its way through an obstacle course composed of stopped and moving

cars.

6.4 Results

A series of experiments using a variety of PBIL population sizes, eval-

uation functions and initial conditions were performed. Section 7.2.1

presents some of these in detail. The training method described here

is tolerant of small changes in evaluation function and environmental

conditions, and PBIL is reliably able to optimize parameter sets in this

domain. Figure 6.4 shows the results of one such experiment with a

population size of 100. Also shown are the results from a second exper-

iment with a population size of 20, using the same evaluation function

(see Figure 6.5). Experiments exploring this technique’s sensitivity

to the evaluation function are described next.

6.4.1 Evaluation Function Sensitivity

The evaluation function described in Section 6.3.1 is a linear combina-

tion of several measured aspects obtained over scenario runs. A series

of experiments were performed where the coefficients associated with

each aspect were varied.
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Figure 6.3: An example of a training scenario on the cyclotron track.
The vehicle leaving a trail is the PolySAPIENT learning vehicle. The
other vehicles are either stopped (stationary obstacles) or moving (am-
bient traffic).
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In each experiment, a coefficient from the evaluation function was se-

lected and changed by an order of magnitude (multiplied by 10). Then,

PBIL was used to train PolySAPIENT vehicles on the scenarios de-

scribed earlier. Each training run examined the exaggerated impact of

one aspect of the evaluation function. The results showed that the per-

formance of the vehicles was not sensitive to the evaluation function

— all six tests converged to PolySAPIENT parameters that performed

well on the set of test scenarios (See Chapter 7 for more details). From

this, it can be hypothesized that the bulk of the “intelligence” in the

PolySAPIENT vehicles comes from the structure and functions inside

the reasoning objects, and that the learning is an automated way to get

various reasoning objects to work well together. This is supported by

PolySAPIENT’s design: each reasoning object is specifically designed

to tackle certain problems. For example, the vehicle reasoning objects

do not need to learn how to dodge vehicles from scratch — they are

already equipped with generalized potential fields. Since all vehicles

possess the right framework for the task, the task of learning how to

drive is transformed into the easier task of parameter optimization.
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Chapter 7

Evaluating Tactical Driving

76.4% of all statistics are meaningless.

—Unknown

In this thesis, I have described a framework for developing tactical

driving systems based on situation awareness theory and presented

two implementations of such a system. The first approach, MonoSAPI-

ENT, is a monolithic, rule-based system which explicitly models the

domain knowledge needed for driving in traffic. The second, PolySAPI-

ENT, consists of a collection of independent experts (reasoning objects),

each of which focuses on a local aspect of the tactical driving task.

To evaluate these systems, quantitative measures of performance are

desired. This chapter discusses how tactical driving systems can be

evaluated, using methods derived from situation awareness research

151
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in other domains.

7.1 Assessing Situation Awareness

While situation awareness has long been anecdotally correlated with

competence, attempts to quantitatively assess an agent’s SA are rela-

tively recent. Methods for evaluating situation awareness have been

divided into three broad categories [33, 88]:

Explicit performance measures: (e.g., SAGAT: SA Global Assess-

ment Technique [25]). Here, a simulated mission is stopped at ar-

bitrary points during the run, and the agent is questioned about

the current situation. The answers are later compared with what

was actually happening, and the agreement between the two is

used as a measure of the agent’s situation awareness.

Implicit performance measures: This involves the design of exper-

imental scenarios that include tasks and events that probe [111,

88] the agent’s situation awareness. The method assumes a direct

relationship between SA and performance.

Subjective ratings: (e.g., SART: Situation Awareness Rating Tech-

nique [112]). In this approach, agents are immersed in a chal-

lenging scenario requiring a high degree of situation awareness.

At the completion of the scenario, during a debriefing process, the
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agents are expected to rate their own level of SA, based on their

performance in the scenario.

Although the agent in all of these studies was a human operator or

pilot, the methods can be extended to assess the performance of auto-

mated agents. For the first two methods, this is relatively straightfor-

ward. However, the third (subjective) assumes that the agent is capa-

ble of a high degree of introspection — currently beyond the scope of

most AI systems. While TacAir-Soar [85] agents can be debriefed us-

ing a natural language interface, it is unclear whether they are able to

accurately assess their own degree of situation awareness1

Nearly all methods used to evaluate SA in humans rely on the notion

of a scenario. Pew defines a scenario as:

. . . a set of environmental conditions and system states with

which the participant is interacting that can be character-

ized uniquely by its priority goals and response options [72].

In the tactical driving domain, a scenario is a traffic situation involv-

ing a small number of vehicles, where the agent is given some high-

level goals (such as “take the next exit”). To solve the scenario, the

agent must demonstrate the ability to achieve its goals while success-

fully reacting to low-level concerns (e.g., other cars), as perceived by
1Some critics claim that no agent, human or automated, is capable of assessing its

own degree of SA through introspection [88].
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the agent’s sensors.

I have explored both implicit and explicit performance methods in eval-

uating the tactical driving systems described in this thesis. The for-

mer requires the researcher to postulate suitable evaluation functions

based on external observables, and examine how these functions vary

over different situations. The latter involves testing driving systems

on a number of micro-scenarios by stopping the simulations at critical

points and examining the inputs, internals, and intermediate results of

the algorithms. The implicit methods show how the intelligent vehicles

behave under typical conditions, while the explicit methods are invalu-

able for debugging specific aspects of an agent’s behavior. This chapter

presents a selection of experiments of both types, and a discussion on

the competence of the two driving systems.

7.2 Implicit Measures of SA

Chapter 6 introduced the idea of an evaluation function as a method

of quantifying the competence of evolutionary PolySAPIENT vehicles.

The learning technique assumed that the internal parameters of a

given vehicle were correlated with the score its received (over a set

of scenarios), and that this score was also measure of its tactical driv-

ing competence, or situation awareness. Thus, the evaluation function

can be interpreted as an implicit measure of SA. Unfortunately, the
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evaluation function, E, (See Section 6.3.1), is a combination of mea-

sured quantities, and does not give researchers an intuitive feel for a

vehicle’s actual behavior.

The experiments described in this section measure “real” quantities

such as the number of near-collisions, or the percentage of missed ex-

its, in order to gain a better understanding of the tactical reasoning

modules’ performance. I detail two such experiments: the first exam-

ines how these quantities vary as PolySAPIENT vehicles are trained

using PBIL; the second compares the performance of MonoSAPIENT

vehicles with trained PolySAPIENT cars.

7.2.1 Insights into PolySAPIENT Training

Three observable quantities play a significant role in the PolySAPI-

ENT training evaluation function, E (See Section 6.3.1): �, the number

of near-collisions; �, a flag for missed exits; and, �, the distance trav-

eled by the intelligent vehicle in the scenario. Thus, for a given popu-

lation of PolySAPIENT vehicles, the quantities: K =
P
8v �, B =

P
8v �,

Z =
P
8v � (over all vehicles, v, in the population), reflect the “goodness”

of the population. The three graphs in Figure 7.1 show how K, B, and

Z change over successive generations. Each population contains 40 ve-

hicles, and each vehicle is evaluated on four different scenarios, all on

the cyclotron track. The training scenarios were similar to the test-

ing scenario showed in Figure 6.3, except that stationary obstacles and
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ambient traffic factories were placed in different locations . The graphs

show that:

� The number of near-collisions, K, drops steadily as PBIL tunes

the PolySAPIENT parameters. In the final generation, none of

the vehicles in the population are involved in any near-collisions

over the set of four scenarios.

� The fraction of vehicles in the population which missed their exit

also decreases steadily over time as the PolySAPIENT vehicles

learn. This too is zero in the final generation.

� The third quantity, Z, reflects the incremental improvement in

performance of the vehicles during training. It can be seen that

the early vehicles are eliminated from the scenario (either through

time-out, taking the wrong exit, or crashing) before they travel

very far. Over time, the vehicles become more situationally aware

and are able to travel greater distances. Note that Z has an upper

bound (since � cannot be greater than the distance to the desired

exit).

The same experiments were then repeated for six sets of training runs,

each with the different evaluation functions, as described in Section 6.4.1.

A subset of the results are shown in Figures 7.2 and 7.3. The first figure

shows the number of near-crashes observed during training for various

evaluation functions; the second shows the number of missed-exits ob-

served during training for the same evaluation functions. Note that all
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Figure 7.1: This graph shows how the number of near-collisions (K),
number of missed-exits (B), and distance traveled (Z) in a population
of learning PolySAPIENT vehicles varies with successive generations.
In these tests, the population size was set to 40, and each vehicle was
evaluated on four scenarios. Note that both K and Z decrease to zero,
while Z, the incremental reward, rises.
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Figure 7.2: This graph shows that the PolySAPIENT parameters
learned by PBIL converge to competent vehicles despite variations in
the evaluation function used. Each of these graphs shows the total
number of near-collisions (K), in a 40 element population of cars, eval-
uated on four scenarios. In each experiment, a coefficient weighting
one observable was multiplied by 10. These are, (clockwise from top
left): �, �, �, and �.

of the graphs follow the trends discussed above (K and B both dropping

to zero over time), and support the hypothesis that the PolySAPIENT

training process converges to competent vehicles despite variations in

the evaluation function.

To explore the limits of the effects of the evaluation function on train-

ing, further sets of experiments was performed, where particular coef-

ficients in the evaluation function (See Equation 6.4) were drastically
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Figure 7.3: This graph shows that the PolySAPIENT parameters
learned by PBIL converge to competent vehicles despite variations in
the evaluation function used. Each of these graphs shows the total
number of missed exits (B), in a 40 element population of cars, evalu-
ated on four scenarios. In each experiment, a coefficient weighting one
observable was multiplied by 10. These are, (clockwise from top left):
�, �, �, and �.
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Figure 7.4: These graphs present a subset of results obtained by vary-
ing the evaluation function by a factor of 1000 (see text). The left col-
umn shows the total number of collisions (K) for evaluation functions
where the coefficients weighting � and � were varied. The right column
shows the sum of vehicle distance traveled (Z) for the same two evalu-
ation functions. Note that while increasing �’s coefficient by 1000 still
results in competent vehicles, when � ’s coefficient is increased, K does
not drop to zero. These results are discussed in the text.

perturbed. In each set, one coefficient was selected and multiplied by

1000. The observables, K, B, and Z were collected during the training

period. A subset of the results is shown in Figure 7.4. A number of

interesting points may be noted.

First, perturbing different coefficients has different impacts on the ob-

servables. The two graphs in the top row of Figure 7.4 show K (the
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total number of collisions) and Z (the total distance traveled) in the set

of runs where the coefficient associated with collisions (�) was multi-

plied by 1000. By comparing these graphs with their counterparts from

Figure 7.1, one can see that the behavior is remarkably similar. By con-

trast, perturbing the incremental reward factor (� ’s coefficient) results

in strikingly different behavior: the PolySAPIENT vehicles never learn

how to avoid obstacles, even at the end of training. Why does � ’s coeffi-

cient have such little impact on the qualitative behavior? One answer

is that collisions are strongly penalized in training: a vehicle is elimi-

nated after ten crashes. This means that collision avoidance is already

critical, and the actual value of the coefficient is not that important. On

the other hand, by increasing the incremental reward (� ’s coefficient)

by a factor of 1000, vehicles that are not good at avoiding obstacles

still get high scores (provided that they crash less than 10 times in one

run). The final vehicles in this set crash an average of four times dur-

ing the scenario: normally a significant penalty, but negligible given

the warped evaluation function.

Second, the different parts of the evaluation function shown in Equa-

tion 6.4 are closely tied. Thus, a vehicle which learns to avoid obstacles

is also more likely to be able to make its desired exit (since vehicles

which crash more than 10 times in training are eliminated). Similarly,

a vehicle which learns to take its desired exit is guaranteed to get a

very high incremental reward. This explains why the vehicles still per-

form surprisingly well even when the evaluation function contains one

factor which is off by several orders of magnitude. As long as the evalu-
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ation function does not contain too many competing aspects, the PBIL

algorithm learns a satisfactory solution.

Third, the learning task is considerably simplified because the natural

tendency of untrained reasoning objects is still qualitatively correct.

For example, a vehicle reasoning object implemented with generalized

potential fields will attempt to avoid obstacles (rather than move to-

wards them) in all cases. The main task of the evolutionary algorithm

is to glue the various components of the system together so that they

can solve the task. The fact that this can be accomplished robustly

reflects positively on PolySAPIENT’s architecture.

7.2.2 Heavy Traffic on the Cyclotron

In these experiments, the cyclotron track, shown in Figure 7.5 was

used. Vehicles were injected into the scenario from the on-ramp at

regular intervals, � . Each vehicle was given two strategic-level goals:

1) make exactly one circuit of the track before exiting; 2) maintain the

speed at which it was injected whenever possible. The aim of the ex-

periment was to see how the two tactical driving systems, MonoSAPI-

ENT, and PolySAPIENT, would behave as the roadway became more

congested. Three sets of experiments with different traffic configura-

tions were tried: all-MonoSAPIENT cars, all-PolySAPIENT cars, and

a random mix of MonoSAPIENT and PolySAPIENT cars.
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Exit

On Ramp

Figure 7.5: The cyclotron track: a test-bed for the Busy Highway
scenario. Vehicles were injected at the on-ramp every � secs and in-
structed to make a lap of the course before exiting.
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As expected, the number of vehicles on the roadway increased until the

rate of vehicles entering the scenario was equal to the rate of vehicles

leaving (either because the vehicles had successfully completed their

circuit, or because the vehicles were unable to merge into the traffic

stream). At low rates of traffic flow (e.g., � > 6 seconds), all of the three

traffic configurations safely negotiated the scenario (no missed exits).

Once the traffic flow was increased, the behavior of the three traffic

configurations diverged.

The graph in Figure 7.6 shows how the number of vehicles varies as a

function of time when � = 3 seconds for the all-MonoSAPIENT and all-

PolySAPIENT cases. Even in heavy traffic, neither of the pure traffic

types have any collisions. Although both types of vehicles perform well

initially (when the roadway is clear), once the number of vehicles on the

track increases to about 6, the conservative MonoSAPIENT drivers are

unable to merge into the traffic stream (since they require safe head-

ways on both sides of the gap). Thus are unable to change lanes, and

exit the scenario prematurely. To make matters worse, the MonoS-

APIENT vehicles that were already on the roadway become trapped in

the inner loops of the cyclotron (due to the high rate of traffic in the

entry/exit lane).

The all-PolySAPIENT traffic, on the other hand, is able to drive suc-

cessfully. This can probably be attributed to two factors: 1) the ag-

gressive driving style, relying on time-to-impact reasoning objects, is

willing to merge into smaller gaps; 2) the distributed reasoning system
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Figure 7.6: This graph shows how the number of vehicles on the cy-
clotron varies as a function of time in heavy traffic (traffic injection
rate � = 3 secs between cars). Note that only six MonoSAPIENT vehi-
cles were able to merge onto the cyclotron loop; by contrast, all of the
PolySAPIENT vehicles were able to merge and complete the scenario.
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is better at making tradeoffs — the negative votes for merging into a

potentially unsafe gap are tolerated since the alternative (missing the

exit) is seen to be worse. MonoSAPIENT’s decision-tree is brittle, and

rejects the gaps outright.

Interleaving MonoSAPIENT and PolySAPIENT cars in the heavy traf-

fic scenario leads to a stable heterogenous behavior with no collisions

While the more aggressive PolySAPIENT vehicles miss fewer exits,

the MonoSAPIENT vehicles perform better than they did in the pure-

MonoSAPIENT case because of the reduced congestion.

7.3 Explicit Measures of SA

Micro-scenarios are traffic situations such as the one described in Chap-

ter 1. For the purposes of this discussion, each scenario focuses on

the behavior of one vehicle (Car A in the diagrams) which attempts

to achieve some clearly specified high-level goals. Furthermore, each

scenario is designed to assess whether the intelligent vehicle has “un-

derstood” certain tactical driving concepts. It is important to note that

the PolySAPIENT vehicles were not trained on these scenarios — they

were only trained on obstacle courses in the cyclotron (See Figure 6.3).
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Figure 7.7: The emergency stop scenario is trivial but important. It de-
termines whether the intelligent vehicle is overdriving its sensors and
whether the vehicle realizes the inevitability of coming to a complete
stop.
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Figure 7.8: Lateral displacement (left) and velocity (right) as a function
of time, for MonoSAPIENT and PolySAPIENT vehicles on the emer-
gency braking scenario (See Figure 7.7). Both reasoning systems rec-
ognize that swerving is not possible, but PolySAPIENT’s deceleration
profile is smoother.

7.3.1 Stationary Obstacle: Emergency Braking

The first scenario (See Figure 7.7) tests whether the intelligent vehicle

will brake in time to avoid colliding with a stationary obstacle in its

lane when swerving is not feasible. While this scenario is trivial, it

tests concepts that are critical for safety in any Automated Highway

System.
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Description: One lane road with no shoulder on either side, with a

stopped vehicle on the roadway. The intelligent vehicle is initially

travelling at highway speed (30 m/s), 200 meters behind the ob-

stacle. See Figure 7.7).

Strategic Goal: Maintain desired velocity (30 m/s) — impossible.

Key Concepts: 1) Determine whether the intelligent vehicle is over-

driving its sensor range; 2) See if the intelligent vehicle realizes

the inevitability of the situation and begins decelerating in time.

Measures of Success: The primary indicator of success is avoiding

the imminent collision. Secondary factors include smoothness of

the deceleration profile and seeing whether the vehicle initiates

any futile lane-changing maneuvers.

Results: Both MonoSAPIENT and PolySAPIENT vehicles solved this

scenario successfully (See Figure 7.8). While both realize that

lane-changing is impossible, PolySAPIENT’s deceleration profile

is smoother (potential fields vs rules). Unless PolySAPIENT ve-

hicles encountered similar situations (stopped cars) during train-

ing, they were unable to solve the scenario, because PolySAPI-

ENT relies on a time-to-impact potential field for obstacle avoid-

ance. If there are no stationary objects in the training scenarios,

PBIL tunes the potential field for objects that are moving at ap-

proximately the same speed as the ego-vehicle — leaving insuffi-

cient braking distance for such emergencies.
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A B

Stopped vehicle

Figure 7.9: This scenario tests whether the intelligent vehicle is able to
swerve to avoid the obstacle and explores the tradeoffs between strate-
gic goals and guaranteed safety.
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Figure 7.10: Lateral displacement (left) and velocity (right) as a func-
tion of time, for MonoSAPIENT and PolySAPIENT vehicles on the
emergency swerving scenario (See Figure 7.9). The left lane is lane
0, the right lane is lane 1. See the text for a discussion of these graphs.

7.3.2 Swerving a Stationary Obstacle

The second scenario is also straightforward, since there are no other

vehicles on the road (See Figure 7.9.

Description: Two lane road, with a stopped vehicle in the right lane.

The intelligent vehicle is initially travelling at highway speed (30
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m/s), also in the right lane, 200 meters behind the obstacle. See

Figure 7.9.

Strategic Goal: Maintain desired velocity (30 m/s).

Key Concepts: 1) While a collision can be avoided either by braking

or swerving, the higher level goals are furthered by swerving. 2)

Exploring tradeoffs: safety vs strategic goals.

Measures of Success: The primary indicators of success are avoiding

the collision. A point of interest is to see which tradeoff (velocity

vs safety) the agent elects to make.

Results: Both MonoSAPIENT and PolySAPIENT avoid collisions, but

the differences in their driving styles are clearly seen. MonoS-

APIENT’s rules require the vehicle to maintain a safe headway

in both lanes during a lane change, forcing the vehicle to deceler-

ate greatly (and the lane change happens at a low velocity). The

second deceleration in the MonoSAPIENT’s velocity profile (at 11

seconds) occurs because the vehicle is yawed sharply across the

road and must brake to avoid running off the left side of the road.

By contrast, PolySAPIENT begins changing lanes immediately

(while braking slightly), and then accelerates once it has entered

the clear lane. Note that PolySAPIENT does not center itself com-

pletely in the target lane. This is because the lane-tracker is al-

lowed to deviate by a small amount (0.1 of a lane unit corresponds

to 40 cm), and the chosen configuration leaves more distance be-

tween the two vehicles during the swerve.
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A B

Figure 7.11: This scenario tests if the tactical reasoning system can
overtake a slower-moving vehicle.
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Figure 7.12: Lateral displacement (left) and velocity (right) as a func-
tion of time, for MonoSAPIENT and PolySAPIENT vehicles on the
overtaking scenario (See Figure 7.11). The left lane is lane 0, the right
lane is lane 1. See the text for a discussion of these graphs.

7.3.3 Overtaking a Slow Vehicle

The third scenario (See Figure 7.11) is a common occurrence on the

roadway, and is included mainly as a sanity check. It is expected that

all tactical reasoning systems should perform well in this situation.

Description: Two lane road, with a car following scenario in the right

lane. Initially both vehicles are moving at 30 m/s but the lead

vehicle starts braking (as it approaches an exit, for example). The
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intelligent vehicle should overtake.

Strategic Goal: Maintain desired velocity.

Key Concepts: Check that the driving system is capable of overtak-

ing.

Measures of Success: Only the ubiquitous requirement of a collision-

free roadway2. A smooth lane-changing trajectory is preferred.

Results: As expected, both MonoSAPIENT and PolySAPIENT vehi-

cles handle this scenario competently (See Figure 7.12). Both

decelerate initially, while initiating a lane change, and then ac-

celerate once their lane is clear. As expected, MonoSAPIENT’s

conservative rules force it to continue decelerating even when the

intelligent vehicle is at the halfway point across lanes.

A similar scenario was then created, but this time with light traf-

fic in the passing lane (See Figure 7.13) and a more gradual de-

celeration from the lead vehicle. The graphs in Figure 7.14 show

the trajectories. Note that PolySAPIENT changes lanes with very

little velocity fluctuation (aggressively entering the gap). MonoS-

APIENT is more cautious, and misses this gap; this forces the

intelligent vehicle to slow down — making the lane more difficult

(because of the high velocity difference between the two lanes).

However, MonoSAPIENT is able to find a later gap, pursue it,

and change lanes. The velocity graph for the MonoSAPIENT vehi-

2In the absence of vehicle malfunction, of course. . .
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A B

Figure 7.13: This scenario tests if the tactical reasoning system can
overtake a slower-moving vehicle, in traffic.
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Figure 7.14: Lateral displacement (left) and velocity (right) as a func-
tion of time, for MonoSAPIENT and PolySAPIENT vehicles on the
more difficult overtaking scenario (See Figure 7.13). The left lane is
lane 0, the right lane is lane 1. See the text for a discussion of these
graphs.

cle displays some undesirable tremors caused because of a brittle

threshold in the algorithm: when the headway drops below a cer-

tain point, the MonoSAPIENT vehicle brakes; when the headway

is clear, it attempts to accelerate to its desired speed. This prob-

lem can be addressed through a more sophisticated car following

model.
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A

Figure 7.15: Exit scenarios add complexity to the tactical driving do-
main because they introduce additional strategic-level goals. The con-
flicts between two strategic-level goals leads to interesting tactical be-
havior.

7.3.4 Exit Scenarios

These scenarios introduce a second (possibly conflicting) strategic goal.

The scenario of taking an exit on a clear roadway is assumed to be

trivial, so only the exit scenario with traffic is shown (See Figure 7.15).

Note that this is easier than the scenario shown in Figure 1.1 since the

lane-change is required in order to satisfy strategic goals — the only

challenge is to successfully merge into the target lane traffic.

Description: Two lane road, with a right-lane exit 200 meters away.

The intelligent vehicle is in the left lane, moving at 30 m/s. There

is light traffic in both lanes.

Strategic Goal: 1) Maintain desired velocity; 2) Take the next exit.

Key Concepts: Mandatory lane change into traffic stream.
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Figure 7.16: Lateral displacement (left) and velocity (right) as a func-
tion of time, for MonoSAPIENT and PolySAPIENT vehicles on the exit
scenario (See Figure 7.15). In this scenario, the left lane is lane 2 and
the right lane is lane 3. See the text for a discussion of these graphs.

Measures of Success: 1) No collisions; 2) Successful exit; 3) Main-

taining a reasonable velocity (i.e., not stopping in the left-lane on

the highway).

Results: This scenario becomes difficult when there are few gaps in

the target lane. Figure 7.16 shows PolySAPIENT accelerating to

pass the vehicle in the exit lane, and changing lanes in time to

make the exit. By contrast, MonoSAPIENT pursues the gap be-

hind the vehicle in the exit lane, and makes a more cautious lane

change. Neither MonoSAPIENT nor PolySAPIENT currently rea-

son about other vehicles’ intentions. Thus, computer-controlled

cars in the target lane will not make way for a vehicle which needs

to take the upcoming exit.

The final exit scenario is the one that was first introduced in Chapter 1

(and has since been used in numerous examples). It is shown, for the
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last time, in Figure 7.17.

Description: Two lane road, with a right-lane exit 200 meters away.

The intelligent vehicle is in the left lane, moving at 30 m/s. There

is light traffic in both lanes.

Strategic Goal: 1) Maintain desired velocity; 2) Take the next exit.

Key Concepts: Deciding whether a lane change is feasible. A difficult

test of the agent’s ability to predict the future.

Measures of Success: 1) No collisions; 2) Successful exit; 3) Main-

taining a reasonable velocity.

Results: The third facet of situation awareness, according to Endsley’s

definition [25] is the “projection of . . . status in the near future”.

This is extremely difficult in the dynamic, incomplete, noisy do-

main of tactical driving. MonoSAPIENT’s search tree resolves

the conflict explicitly: lane-changing is prohibited when the intel-

ligent vehicle is in the correct lane for a desired exit, once the exit

gets within a certain range. PolySAPIENT, on the other hand, is

less predictable. Based on the interactions between the blocker

reasoning object, the exit reasoning object, the velocity reasoning

object (and reasoning objects associated with the other vehicles),

it will elect either to pass or to stay. Figure 7.18 shows the two

reasoning systems selecting different strategies in the same sce-

nario. MonoSAPIENT waits behind the slow moving vehicle while

PolySAPIENT gambles successfully.
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GOAL

A B

Figure 7.17: This exit scenario is difficult because the lane changes are
optional. To address the strategic-level goal of maintaining speed, the
intelligent vehicle must decide whether or not to gamble.
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Figure 7.18: Lateral displacement (left) and velocity (right) as a func-
tion of time, for MonoSAPIENT and PolySAPIENT vehicles on the
more difficult exit scenario (See Figure 7.17). In this scenario, the left
lane is lane 2 and the right lane is lane 3. See the text for a discussion
of these graphs.
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This scenario falls near the limit of both MonoSAPIENT and PolySAPI-

ENT’s reasoning capabilities. It should be noted that human drivers

occasionally predict the outcome of such situations incorrectly and are

forced to miss the exit. In the next section, I discuss scenarios which

are currently beyond the scope of my systems.

Finally, this chapter examines some rare and challenging situations

which currently fall outside SAPIENT’s scope. Human drivers find

these tactical scenarios difficult because the right actions cannot be

determined solely on current information.

7.3.5 Discovered Check

Some scenarios are almost unsolvable by the time they are encoun-

tered, and must therefore be anticipated in advance and prevented.

Consider the situation shown in Figure 7.3.5.

Description: Two lane road, with a stopped car (C) in the right lane.

The intelligent vehicle is in the right lane, moving at 30 m/s,

safely following another vehicle (B). There is moderate traffic in

the left lane.

Strategic Goal: Maintain desired velocity

Key Concepts: Anticipating danger; defensive driving.

Measures of Success: No collisions
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A
B

Stopped vehicle

C

Figure 7.19: Discovered check: in this scenario, the intelligent vehicle
(A) is safely following another car (B) at highway speeds. Car B, seeing
the stopped car (C), blocking the lane ahead is able to change lanes.
Unfortunately, traffic in the adjacent lane prevents A from changing
lanes, and A has insufficient headway to stop.

Results: I call this dangerous configuration discovered check because

the veiled threat of the stopped vehicle C is revealed only when

the blocker B moves out of the line of fire. The main difficulty

is that even a safe headway provides insufficient stopping dis-

tance: 2 second headway at 30 m/s is 60 meters; stopping distance

assuming -7 m=s2 deceleration is 64 meters (before any reaction

delays are factored in). Thus, unless A is able to anticipate the

danger and increase headway before seeing C, a collision is un-

avoidable. Humans have two defenses against such conditions: 1)

they see several cars ahead, through windshields [8]; 2) they use

domain knowledge to predict likely places for such incidents, such

as entrances to shopping malls, or driveways.

Given these harsh conditions, I was very surprised to find that

PolySAPIENT is able to successfully negotiates these scenarios

reliably, even under challenging circumstances. In these experi-
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ments, the headway between vehicles in the fast lane was reduced

to 1 second, and all vehicles in the scenario were under PolySAPI-

ENT control. PolySAPIENT solves the scenario by starting to

brake as soon as Car C becomes visible. This has two effects:

1) it reduces the impact velocity with Car C in the event of a colli-

sion (the primary motivation for the vehicle reasoning object); 2)

a clearing in the fast lane is more likely to become adjacent. As

soon as the 1 second space is adjacent, the threat of a collision

with the stationary vehicle overpowers votes from the reasoning

objects monitoring the vehicles on either side of the gap, and the

vehicle begins changing lanes into the (currently unsafe) gap. For-

tunately, the vehicle on the trailing side of the gap begins braking

to increase its headway, and Car A successfully escapes the trap.

MonoSAPIENT vehicles are currently unable to solve such sce-

narios because it never merges into an unsafe gap — because it

cannot understand that the alternative is worse.

Intelligent vehicles, despite their lack of general domain knowledge,

may still be able to solve these challenging scenarios. For example, a

communication system, either vehicle-to-vehicle or infrastructure-to-

vehicle that enabled other cars (or even Car C itself) to broadcast the

potential danger would prevent Car A from following Car B too closely.

Also, since the discovered check scenario tends to happen in certain

locations (e.g., near shopping malls), incorporating this information

through a digital map would allow an intelligent vehicle to anticipate
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such situations in advance and increase its headway accordingly.

7.4 Discussion

The evaluation methods described in this chapter have been motivated

by situation awareness research directed towards measuring SA in hu-

man experts. Fortunately, two of the three approaches are general,

and were extended to evaluate intelligent vehicle agents. The implicit

metrics were used in a series of experiments to show the large-scale

competency of the two driving systems discussed in this thesis (MonoS-

APIENT and PolySAPIENT). The explicit metrics, in conjunction with

micro-scenarios, showed that the tactical driving systems display com-

petence in critical driving situations. In particular, the scenarios also

highlighted the tradeoffs between the two approaches, and indicated

situations where one method was more successful than the other. Fi-

nally, the discovered check scenario was an example of an intelligent

vehicle solving a complex scenario without explicit planning; by assid-

uously maintaining a space cushion, PolySAPIENT was able to merge

into an unsafe gap and avoid a collision with a stationary vehicle.

It is worth noting that the comparisons presented in this chapter be-

tween MonoSAPIENT and PolySAPIENT are not intended to be inter-

preted as comparisons between two architectures, but rather as com-

parisons between two implementations; it is obvious that the behavior
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of a PolySAPIENT behavior can be emulated by a rule-based system.

The difference is that creating a PolySAPIENT vehicle to solve such

scenarios is far easier than creating an equivalent MonoSAPIENT ve-

hicle. This is best illustrated in the form of the following anecdote.

7.4.1 Escaping the Discovered Check

Until two days before my thesis defense, PolySAPIENT vehicles would

consistently crash in the Discovered Check scenario (See Section 7.3.5).

This did not particularly surprise me since the scenario was known to

be challenging for humans. However, Dean Pomerleau [75] suggested

that I try changing the behavior of the PolySAPIENT vehicles to ag-

gressively maintain space cushions. Such a change would have been

a major undertaking in a MonoSAPIENT vehicle; however, PolySAPI-

ENT’s decoupled architecture gave me the confidence that the change

would be straightforward. I modified the structure of a single reason-

ing object type (vehicle reasoning objects) to accelerate or decelerate

based on vehicles in the adjacent lane. This change required a trivially

small amount of code, and was completely local to the reasoning object.

As a result, I was able to generate results and produce videos showing

the PolySAPIENT vehicles successfully surviving the discovered check.

Thus, while MonoSAPIENT and PolySAPIENT may not differ compu-

tational expressiveness, the latter is clearly superior in practice.



Chapter 8

Conclusion

Every problem has a solution that is simple,

easily explained, and wrong.

—Unknown

8.1 Thesis Summary and Contributions

Cognitive psychologists believe that the tactical driving task, often

taken for granted by humans, is a challenging information processing

task:

. . . in driving a car, you must divide attention between the

gas pedal, steering wheel, speedometer, windshield, side-

183
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view mirror, rear-view mirror, and possibly even the radio.

Also in this situation you are not in control of the rate of

environmental change that must be dealt with — cars go

whizzing by, traffic lights change, the road curves, and un-

wary pedestrians step into the street. When . . . viewed from

the perspective created by this type of situation, the criti-

cal question concerns how much information you can con-

sciously become aware of in a limited amount of time [38].

My thesis presents two tactical-level reasoning systems, MonoSAPI-

ENT and PolySAPIENT, that drive competently in traffic. These ap-

proaches are motivated by situation awareness theory, a body of re-

search which has been applied to describe human competence in do-

mains such as air-to-air combat. Since testing experimental tactical

driving systems in real traffic is dangerous, I developed a simulation

and design environment, SHIVA, specialized towards modeling tactical-

level concerns. SHIVA’s realistic sensor models force cognition modules

to reason with incomplete, noisy world models. Furthermore, since

SHIVA’s perception and control modules are largely compatible with

the Carnegie Mellon Navlab robot vehicles, it is expected that the al-

gorithms developed in simulation can be easily ported to real-life. The

inherent difficulty of the tactical driving problem results in a very com-

plex decision tree. This drawback in MonoSAPIENT is addressed in

PolySAPIENT by a novel decomposition of the problem: processing is

distributed over a set of local experts, known as reasoning objects. Each
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reasoning object is associated with physical entities in the world, and

different types of reasoning objects implement their processing using

a variety of algorithms. All reasoning objects speak a common lan-

guage: votes and vetoes over a shared action space. A knowledge-free

arbiter performs action selection by selecting the most popular (non-

vetoed) action. The loosely coupled structure of the reasoning objects

allows different reasoning objects to be implemented by different peo-

ple, using different methods. While PolySAPIENT’s reasoning objects

are a powerful paradigm for designing tactical-level systems, the chore

of manually tuning parameters makes integrating new reasoning ob-

jects into an existing configuration difficult. Fortunately, this param-

eter tuning can be automated using an evolutionary algorithm, PBIL,

essentially enabling PolySAPIENT vehicles to learn how to drive —

using only a user-defined fitness function, and without any external

teaching signals. As an added benefit, PBIL can be used to rapidly pro-

totype configurations of proposed reasoning objects, quickly allowing

researchers to discard those configurations that are too limited for the

task. Central to both the training and evaluation process is the notion

of a tactical scenario. Observing the performance of a cognition mod-

ule on a series of such scenarios allows one to gain an understanding

about the effectiveness of the intelligent vehicle. Such explicit meth-

ods for measuring situation awareness are supplemented by testing

the driving systems on larger-scale scenarios.

The primary contribution of this thesis is the PolySAPIENT frame-

work, a method for solving tactical driving situations using a collection
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of distributed modules, each tied to relevant physical entities in the

driving environment. Additionally, the thesis provides a simulation

and design tool for intelligent vehicle research, and applies learning to

manage the unforeseen interactions between a group of independent

agents.

8.2 Future Work

Research in tactical driving is still largely unexplored. My thesis work

can be extended in a number of areas.

8.2.1 Tactical Driving in Real Traffic

The most exciting extension of this thesis research is porting SAPI-

ENT to the Carnegie Mellon Navlab with the goal of driving an in-

telligent vehicle in real traffic situations. For this to happen, the ex-

isting, stable, operational-level systems such as lane-tracking need to

be supplemented with similarly reliable obstacle detection and vehi-

cle sensing. While the obstacle-detection systems primarily need to be

forward-looking, vehicle sensing should operate with a wide (preferably

all-round) field of view. The current hardware on the Navlab is inad-

equate for this task, but proposed upgrades such as the helical scan-

ning laser range-finder should make this feasible. Car detection using
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range sensors should also be supplemented by vision-based methods:

for example, a perception module that recognized turn signals or brake

lights (perhaps an extension of RACCOON [101]) could provide tactical

reasoning systems with useful information about driver intentions.

In parallel with developing these perception systems on the robot testbed,

functionally identical systems should be implemented in SHIVA1. The

important requirement is that the interface to the cognition modules

be identical for both the simulated and real systems. Reasoning ob-

jects should be associated with the perception system so that a stim-

ulus in the real world (e.g., seeing a vehicle approaching from behind)

will trigger the creation of the appropriate reasoning object.

The reasoning object parameters should be tuned (as described in Chap-

ter 6) in a set of simulated runs, and tested in SHIVA on micro-level

scenarios (as shown in Chapter 7) to ensure that they respond correctly

to common situations such as braking, passing and swerving. Once this

is completed, a simple scenario should be created in both SHIVA and

on the test-track at low speeds. Alternately, a driver-warning interface

(where the computer issues recommendations without controlling the

vehicle) can be added to SAPIENT, allowing the vehicle to be tested in

uncontrolled traffic situations. Only once the designers are confident

of the system’s robustness, should it be allowed to drive in real traffic.

1SHIVA currently provides a Navlab-compatible lane-tracker and controller.
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8.2.2 Mixed Traffic Studies for the AHS

As discussed in Chapter 1, the proposals for an Automated Highway

System with both human- and computer-controlled vehicles operating

on an unconstrained roadway (known as mixed-traffic concepts) de-

mand a high degree of competence from intelligent vehicles. In this the-

sis, I have shown that intelligent vehicles can drive safely on simulated

roadways without rigid protocols enforced through vehicle-to-vehicle or

vehicle-to-infrastructure communications. However, the consequences

of introducing intelligent vehicles on existing highways remains to be

studied.

The tactical-level consequences of mixed traffic demand a simulator

capable of heterogenous vehicle simulation, such as SHIVA. Once de-

tailed predictive human driver models are available, a number of im-

portant scenarios should be investigated in SHIVA. Three topics are

worth mentioning briefly:

Impact of Aggressive Intelligent Vehicles: How will drivers react

to intelligent vehicles that drive with reduced headways and super-

human reflexes? It is possible that aggressive automated vehicles

will cause human drivers to become nervous (with negative ef-

fects on roadway safety). Conversely, it can be hypothesized that

even a few intelligent vehicles could improve highway throughput

by damping unwanted traffic oscillations.
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Intelligent Vehicle Cliques: Many of the fully-automated AHS con-

cepts employ communication to improve tactical driving perfor-

mance. A weaker form of communication is also worth investigat-

ing: with the aim of creating automated vehicle cliques. Computer-

controlled vehicles in an area could broadcast their intentions to

a local group. Specialized reasoning objects would then process

these intentions and use the information to influence their own

tactical decisions. This approach may have several advantages: 1)

incremental deployment since the automated vehicles do not rely

on communication; 2) by cooperating, intelligent vehicles could

have a relative advantage over manual traffic, (e.g., communicat-

ing vehicles could open up gaps for vehicles which intended to

merge), providing an incentive for people to automate their vehi-

cles. The benefits of forming such cliques could be quantified by

measuring throughput figures for automated vehicles and man-

ual traffic in the same macro-scenario.

Adapting to Existing Conditions: Chapter 6 discussed how SAPI-

ENT reasoning objects can be tuned to optimize an evaluation

function. It would be interesting to pursue this idea in the con-

text of mixed-traffic applications for intelligent vehicles. Thus,

SAPIENT vehicles could adapt to optimize a shared throughput

as they drive in a mixed-traffic stream. It is likely that the opti-

mal parameter settings will change as the percentage of human-

controlled vehicles in the traffic mix is lowered, and the methods

described in Chapter 6 will allow vehicles to evolve appropriately.
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8.2.3 Reasoning Objects in Other Domains

The idea of a loosely coupled, heterogenous architecture for distributed

intelligence can be applied to a broad class of problems beyond driv-

ing in traffic. As Rosenblatt [84] discussed, decentralized systems con-

nected using voting arbiters have wide applicability in the field of mo-

bile robots. However, SAPIENT-like architectures need not be restricted

to physical domains. An interesting potential application for these sys-

tems is in rich, collaborative, virtual environments containing avatars [5,

42]. Avatars are virtual puppets representing users or programs in the

system, that interact with the shared environment (and other avatars)

in a quasi-realistic manner. Computer-controlled avatars need to re-

spond to a variety of stimuli in real-time, while furthering their own in-

ternal goals. The problem of acting in such an environment is thus sim-

ilar to the tactical driving task. In a SAPIENT avatar, different reason-

ing objects (potentially implemented by different people) would be as-

sociated with the relevant entities in the scene. The parameters of the

various reasoning objects could be tuned by allowing learning-avatars

to interact with trained avatars and human users of the system. By en-

abling users to modify an avatar’s evaluation function, avatars could be

personalized to reflect the users’ preferences. In response to increasing

complexity in the agent’s action space, the PolySAPIENT extensions

proposed in Section 5.9 may become more worthwhile.

Complex problems like driving in traffic rarely have easy solutions.
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However, the ideas outlined in this thesis demonstrate that the right

decomposition of a task may transform something that seems intractable

into something that is merely difficult.
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Appendix A

Reasoning Objects

This appendix details the internals of the different reasoning object

types in the PolySAPIENT configuration shown in Figure 5.1. One of

the architecture’s main strengths is that the reasoning object configu-

ration can very easily be changed without requiring any changes in the

other objects. Thus, the objects presented below can be extended (and

new reasoning objects added) to reflect the changing requirements of

an intelligent vehicle designer.

A.1 Desired Velocity Reasoning Object

This stateless reasoning object is aware of the preferred velocity (as set

by strategic-level goals) and seeks to bring the intelligent vehicle’s cur-
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rent velocity closer to the preferred velocity. Its only perceptual inputs

are the vehicle’s current velocity. The implementation is straightfor-

ward: votes are determined purely on the longitudinal component of an

action, and actions which move towards the preferred velocity receive

positive votes (while those which move away receive negative votes).

The magnitude of these votes is a parameter. If the vehicle is moving

at the preferred velocity, all actions which maintain the current speed

receive a small positive vote. The magnitudes of all these votes are pa-

rameters which may be set by the user or learned over simulated trials

using the methods described in Chapter 6.

A.2 Lane Reasoning Object

The lane reasoning object has two internal states: lane-keeping and

lane-changing. It has a single perceptual input: the vehicle’s lane-

tracking module. When the vehicle is correctly centered in the lane,

this object votes positively for all actions that maintain the current

lateral position. When the vehicle moves out of its lane (during lane

changing), the vehicle reasoning object monitors the motion of the lane-

tracker’s pure-pursuit point [114, 73] and votes positively for actions

that continue moving the pure-pursuit point towards the new lane.

Once the pure-pursuit point is close to the new lane, the lane reasoning

object changes its local state to lane-keeping. This reasoning object is

also responsible for vetoing any lateral motions that would cause the
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vehicle to run off the road (e.g., right lane changes when the vehicle is

in the right lane). The object is currently implemented as a decision

tree.

A.3 Vehicle and Obstacle Reasoning Objects

These reasoning objects are currently stateless (future work involves

creating more sophisticated vehicle models that can infer driver inten-

tions). The perceptual input is a obstacle/vehicle tracker which pro-

vides the relative position and velocity of the target. Internally, these

reasoning objects construct a time-to-impact potential field around the

relevant obstacle (similar to the generalized potential fields used in [59]).

The vote against a particular action is inversely proportional to the es-

timated time-to-impact. Thus, such a reasoning object will prefer brak-

ing to accelerating when it sees a stationary obstacle ahead in its lane

since decelerating will increase the time-to-impact. Naturally, when an

action avoids the collision entirely (time-to-impact is infinite), the rea-

soning object will not vote against it at all. Intuitively, this means that

the intelligent vehicle will try to swerve when going at high velocities.

Naturally, the constants in the potential field are all parameters which

can be tuned in the usual manner.

Vehicle reasoning objects are also responsible for maintaining a space

cushion around the vehicle (as recommended by defensive driving the-
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ory). A space cushion provides several benefits: 1) it increases the num-

ber of available actions in a given situation; 2) it reduces the chance

that a bad action from a neighboring vehicle will cause the intelligent

vehicle to crash; 3) it partially addresses the current lack of explicit

planning in PolySAPIENT by breaking vehicle configuration deadlocks.

For example, the vehicle reasoning object will recommend slowing down

slightly when a vehicle is passing on the left, and speeding up slightly

when passing a vehicle on the right. This strategy discourages vehicles

from driving side-by-side for long periods of time.

A.4 Exit Reasoning Object

The exit reasoning object is stateless, but is aware of the relevant

strategic-level goal (which exit is desired). Its perceptual inputs are

the exit-finder and the lane-tracker. The former provides the distance

and lane of the desired exit (e.g., through a digital map and GPS) while

the latter provides information about local lane markings (such as the

locations of exit-only lanes). This reasoning object has two main goals:

1) to help the intelligent make the correct exit; and, 2) to prevent the

vehicle from taking the wrong exit. As the vehicle approaches its de-

sired exit, the reasoning object generates increasingly negative votes

for actions whose lateral component would take the vehicle away from

the exit lane, and positive votes for actions which move the vehicle

towards the exit. Simultaneously, actions which reduce the vehicle’s
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velocity to the recommended exit speed are favored. If the vehicle is in

danger of missing its exit, it will decelerate to allow gaps in the target

lanes to catch up to its position.

The second goal is addressed by monitoring lane-markings and avoid-

ing driving in exit lanes and on-ramps (until the desired exit is reached).

Thus, when the vehicle is driving in an undesirable lane, the reasoning

object votes against maintaining the current lateral position. The ac-

tual values of the votes are dependent on several parameters: the rate

at which votes decay with distance to the desired exit, the penalty for

being in an undesirable lane, etc. As described above, these parameters

can either be set manually or tuned automatically.

A.5 Hysteresis Reasoning Object

This reasoning object is responsible for maintaining consistency from

one time-step to the next. Since PolySAPIENT lacks a global notion

of a plan, it is possible for the system to oscillate between two actions

that have equally high votes. The hysteresis object takes as input, the

accumulated votes from the arbiter and merely casts a positive vote for

last round’s most popular action. By favoring the incumbent action,

the hysteresis object eliminates much of the dithering that a purely

stateless system can exhibit.
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